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Museums are the stewards of objects such as Confederate statues, Nazi flags, or photos 
of crime scenes that can be viewed as “difficult.” Their collections may also contain 
objects with complex, tragic, or hateful meanings. The management of such object 
presents many challenges for museums, from how they are identified and displayed to 
their access and care. In this thesis, how museums manage difficult objects will be 
examined. A review of the literature is conducted, followed by the methods used in the 
thesis, which included a survey of 100 museums associated with the American Alliance 
of Museums. The results of the survey were then presented and discussed, followed by 
several conclusions and a set of recommendations. It is concluded that museums can 
learn much from their experiences implementing NAGPRA; that museums need to 
develop working definitions of “difficult”; and that museums must involve communities 
in how difficult objects are managed.
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Introduction

“The University o f Texas at Austin is home to four vacant pedestals where statues o f 
prominent Confederate leaders, including Jefferson Davis, once towered over the 
campus. Today the Davis statue is in a campus museum. ” —The Chronicle o f Higher 
Education, September 10, 2018

Objects hold power. Why else would we collect and exhibit them? An object is 

never just the materials that go into its construction. Each object has a history and deeper 

meaning. Usually these meanings are fairly benign: a painting that captures the beauty of 

a sunrise, a piece of furniture used by an important historical figure, or the skull of an 

extinct dinosaur. However, some objects have much darker connotations, such as a Nazi 

flag, Ku Klux Klan (KKK) robes, or photographs of murder and crime scenes. Still other 

objects have more complex meanings including items depicting sex and nudity, 

Confederate statues, or atomic bomb casings. Finally, there are some items whose 

meaning has been overshadowed by questionable collection histories such as Native 

American cultural items, WWII-looted art, and certain kinds of antiquities. These are just 

a few examples of difficult objects.

Currently, there is no official definition of a “difficult object” in the museum 

community, including from national and international museum professional organizations 

such as the American Alliance of Museums (AAM) and the International Council of 

Museums (ICOM). As a result, there is little sense of how museum professionals 

identity difficult objects, limited discussion in the literature about the issues these objects 

raise, and in particular, an absence of information about how they are managed by 

museums.

The issue is important for several reasons: not only can difficult objects cause 

emotional distress, if not to the majority of people, then at least to a distinct group of 

people, but they may never be displayed by museums or may even be associated with 

access restrictions, because of the complex meanings they evoke. These items may be
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labeled ‘sensitive’ or ‘controversial’ or not labeled at all, and the challenges they raise 

may not be fully addressed in how they are managed. For the purposes of this thesis, I 

will define “difficult” objects as those that are difficult to name, difficult to define, and 

difficult to discuss, not necessarily because of the materials) they are made from, but 

because of their social and cultural connotations, and the management issues they raise 

for museums.

Overview

In this thesis, how museums manage difficult objects will be examined. In order 

to discuss how museums manage these kinds of objects, a review of the literature will 

first be conducted. Any relevant laws and ethical codes, as well as an overview of the 

standards and best practices for general collections care, will be presented. Secondly, the 

results of a regional survey that was sent to museums that are either accredited or in the 

process of obtaining accreditation by the American Alliance of Museums will be 

reviewed. The survey consisted of questions regarding any policies and procedures the 

museum had in place in relation to the care, collection, and storage of difficult objects; 

asked if the museum has a definition for difficult objects; and asked museums what 

objects the museum possessed within its own collection that it might regard as difficult.

After the literature review and the methods used in this thesis are presented, the 

results of survey are outlined, followed by a discussion that identifies several themes in 

how museums identify, designate, and manage difficult objects. Finally, the thesis closes 

by presenting three main conclusions and a set of recommendations for museum? 

concerning how to manage difficult objects.

Justification of Study

It is important to examine how museums manage difficult objects because objects 

can have very different meanings depending on their context. Meanings can also change
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over time, and the meaning of objects can impact their care, nandling, and even who is 

permitted access to them. While some museums professionals may argue that difficult 

objects are simply objects in a collection, and should be treated like any other object, the 

issue is more complicated. Some objects, especially sacred objects, may require unique 

storage and handling methods. Additionally, certain staff members may not feel 

comfortable handling certain types of objects. For example, some staff members may 

have misgivings about handling a noose that was used for lynching, or a weapon that was 

used to harm someone. If an object represents a truly terrible thing, it is possible that it 

may be placed in “deep storage” and not regularly accessed to assess its condition. It 

may even be argued that certain objects do not belong in museums at all, and should 

instead be destroyed. The view that an object is just an object and should be treated like 

any other collection object also ignores the acquisition process of such objects.

The question of difficult objects has also been thrust into the limelight on a 

national scale with the debates surrounding the removal of Confederate monuments and 

the Confederate flag. There have been many calls to put these items in museums because, 

even though they are an ugly reminder of the American past, they are still part of our 

history. While there has been much discussion about the removal of these kinds of 

objects, very little has been published that provides practical guidelines for museums to 

follow when considering accessioning and then managing such difficult objects.

In a preliminary survey of the literature, the only guidelines that were identified 

and which directly related to the topic of difficult objects did not come from a museum 

organization at all, but rather from The National Coalition Against Censorship, which has 

official guidelines for how to deal with controversial exhibits (NCAC 2012). This topic is 

also revisited every time an exhibit by a major museum is caught in the middle of 

controversy, such as the animal rights vs censorship controversy surrounding the 2017 

show Art and China after 1989: Theater o f the World at the Guggenheim in New York 

(Guggenheim 2017; Katz 2017; Pogrebin and Deb 2017). However, tL 5 thesis will focus
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on the care and management of difficult objects, not on how they are displayed and 

interpreted to the public within the context of an exhibit. It is within the context of the 

difficult objects themselves, not difficult exhibitions, that the museum profession 

especially needs discussion and guidelines on how to proceed.

Museums, as stewards of collections, are obliged to care for and manage all the 

objects in their possession. But how do museums manage objects that have difficult 

associations to some or all communities while ensuring that the ethical standards and 

guidelines of the field are upheld? Although objects housed in museums are subject to a 

range of laws, regulations, and professional standards, how might such frameworks be 

helpful in considering how museums address the management of difficult objects? If 

museums recognize that they hold difficult objects as part of their public service mission, 

then understanding how to best acquire, care for, and display these objects is of prime 

importance.
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Literature Review

This literature review will present a framework for understanding how museums 

manage and display difficult objects. The topics to be discussed include an overview of 

collections management best practices, some of the legal issues surrounding items in 

museum collections, ethical codes, and examples of how different museums approach the 

difficult objects in their collections. The collections management topics to be discussed 

include accessioning, object storage, loans, and deaccessioning. The legal topics to be 

discussed include legal title and NAGPRA. The ethical codes will include best practices 

for difficult objects, difficult/controversial exhibits, and accessibility. Lastly, there will be 

an examination of three institutions with known difficult objects in their collections. The 

Oakland Museum of California (OMCA) will be used as an example of the treatment of a 

single difficult object, the Hayward Area Historical Society (HAHS) will be used as an 

example of a difficult exhibition, and The National Museum of Nuclear Science &

History (the Atomic Museum) will be used to examine a museum with both collections 

and exhibitions of difficult objects.

Collections Management Best Practices

Before discussing how museums snould treat difficult objects, this thesis 

examines how museums should treat all objects under their care. Elizabeth Merritt’s book 

National Standards and Best Practices fo r U.S. Museums broadly states a museum should 

“Know wnat stuff you nave. Know what stuff you need. Know where it is. Take good 

care of it. Make sure someone gets some good out of it, especially people you care about, 

and your neighbors” (Merritt 2008,46). This section focuses on the “take good care of it” 

mandate, which prompts the following question: how does one take good care of object?

First, a museum should be clear on what objects it does and does not own, as well 

as how these objects entered the collection. Next, once an object has been acquired, it
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should be stored in a way that will preserve the object for as long as possible. All objects 

will eventually decay, but it is a museum’s duty to delay that as long as possible. Next, it 

is important to have policies in place when letting other museums and institutions borrow 

objects from the collection. Finally, it is important to review the collection and remove 

items that no longer fit the mission or are causing too great a burden to care for through 

deaccessioning. All of the policies and procedures for the care of the collection should be 

listed in the museum’s Collections Management Policy. This policy should be reviewed 

periodically to ensure that standards are kept up to date (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Accessioning

According to Museum Registration Methods 5th Edition (MRM5) (Buck and 

Gilmore 2010,44), accessioning is “the two-part process of acquiring an object 

(acquisition) and documenting an object (registration) into the permanent 

collection.” There are many ways acquisitions can be made, including gifts, bequests, 

purchases, field collections, and conversion, which is the unauthorized assumption of 

ownership of property belonging to another. Conversion is usually reserved for old loans 

where the proper owner could not be found, and for objects found in collections (Buck 

and Gilmore 2010).

Gifts are one of the more common ways for an item to enter a collection. They are 

also one of the more complicated ways, as there many different types of gifts. The ideal 

type of gift would be an outright gift made without restrictions, as this method involves a 

simple transfer of title and the understanding from the donor that the museum is free to 

use the gift in a way the maximizes the benefits for the museum (Buck and Gilmore 

2010).
Fractional gifts are slightly more complicated. Instead of the museum owning the 

gift outright, they only own a percentage of the gift. Sometimes the other owner is the 

object’s donor, but it is also possible for the object to par_atly belong to another
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institution. While it is usually understood that the museum will eventually own the 

entirety of the gift’s title, each fractional gift will be unique and have different conditions. 

However, it is required that the gift be in the possession of the museum for a part of the 

year equal to the percentage the museum owns (Buck and Gilmore 2010). For example, if 

a museum has a 50% claim on a fractional gift, the gift should be in the possession of the 

museum for six months out of the year. As laws regarding fractional gifts have been in 

flux since 2006, it is beneficW for collections managers and registrars to be aware of any 

relevant federal, state, and local laws affecting fractional gifts.

Even if a museum has 100% of a gifted object’s title, it is still possible for the 

donor to exert their influence on what the museum does with the gift. Restricted gifts are 

generally undesirable as the restrictions could place undue burden on both the museum 

staff and the object itself. Hie two most common restrictions are that an object be on 

permanent display, and that a collection not be separated (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Many museums, including the Museum of Modem Art in New York City, do not accept 

restricted gifts (MoMA 2010).

The final type of gift is a promised gift A promised gift is a gift that the museum 

does not currently have legal ownership of, but it has been promised to them at some 

point in the future. Like with a fractional gift, it is possible for a museum to have physical 

possession of a promised gift without having full legal title to the gift. Many donors who 

make promised gifts are urged to include the gift in their will should they pass 

unexpectedly. This method will hopefully prevent any legal questions about who owns 

the gift.

A bequest is similar to a promised gift. Bequests occurs when a donor has left an 

item to the museum in their will. Unlike a promised gift, there is no guarantee that the 

museum will know about the bequest before being notified by the estate of the deceased 

person. Additionally, even if an item is bequeathed to a museum, the museum is not 

legally obligated to accept the item (Buck and Gilmore 2010).
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Purchases are another common way for a museum to acquire objects. There are 

three main types of purchases: direct, bargain sale, and exchange. Direct sales occur 

when a museum directly purchases an object from a dealer, a gallery, a private collector, 

at auction, from an artist, or through other means. In addition to title, museums will often 

require a bill of sale and proof of payment as additional documentation for purchases. A 

purchase of a sensitive or particularly valuable item may also require a contract of sale 

(Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Bargain sales and exchanges are both slightly more involved that a direct sale. In 

a bargain sale, the vendor offers the object at a substantial discount off of market value. 

This practice is often done to benefit the vendor’s taxes, which makes the sale a hybrid of 

a sale and a donation. An exchange is a rare form of purchase typically only done 

between museums. An exchange is when two museums trade items of equal value with 

each other. This process tends to be a little complicated as in addition to accession, both 

museums are also dealing with deaccessioning (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Field collections are very dependent on the type of museum. This type of 

acqu ntion is more commonly done by science, anthropology, archaeology, and history 

museums. They tend to come from research expeditions and archaeological excavations. 

Field acquisitions also tend to have the most legal restrictions, especially if the ‘field’ is 

located abroad, or if items subject to NAGPRA are discovered. It is the duty of the 

museum, especially the registrar, to be aware of all relevant laws and obtain any 

necessary permits (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Before physically acquiring an object, it is important for the museum to consider 

certain practical, legal, and ethical considerations. On the practical side, museums should 

consider if the item is consistent with the collection goals of the museum, what the 

physical state of the object is, and can the museum properly care for this object. Legal 

concerns include if valid legal title can be acquired, and has the museum complied with 

all federal, state, and local laws associated with this acquisition. Finally, ethical concerns
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include if the item is subject to repatriation, is the item authentic or a forgery, and would 

accepting this item be construed as a commercial endorsement (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Once the item has been acquired and the practical, legal, and ethical concerns 

addressed, the item can be added to the permanent collection. The item and the deed of 

gift will go to the museum, and the registrar will start the process of folding the object in 

to the collection. This process includes creating a file for the object that contains all of 

the relevant documentation, condition reporting the object, marking the object with an 

accession number, photographing the object, and entering all of this information into the 

collections database (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Storage

Once an object has been added to the collection, it should be stored properly to 

ensure its longevity. Ideal storage conditions vary depending on the material(s) the object 

is made from, but there are a few common trends. All objects can be negatively affected 

by relative humidity, temperature, 1 ght air pollution, and pests. These environmental 

hazards can in turn cause three main types of damage: chemical, biological, and 

mechanical. Chemical damage is the result of a chemical reaction, whether that is a fast 

reaction, such as a fire, or a slow reaction, such as rust. Biological damage is the result of 

biological agents, such as insects, mice, or mold. Mechanical damage is the result of 

movement, usually due to fluctuations in relative humidity. This type of damage includes 

cracking, splitting, and warping (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Before the discussing the various em ronmental concerns that face a museum 

collection, the ideal storage area will first be examined. Obviously, ideals are different 

from reality, but it is still a good idea to start from best practices. Regardless of whether 

the storage is on-site or off-site, storage areas should be located away from public areas. 

They should also be located towards the center of the building away from exterior walls 

and have good access for staff. Ideal access includes no narrow hallways or doors, stairs,
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or oddly-shaped access ways. Basements and attics should not be used as storage areas 

due to temperature and relative humidity (RH) fluctuations, as well as the potential for 

leaks and floods (CCI2017).

Water is one of the main hazards to collection storage, regardless of where the 

storage area is located. Storage should be located away from pipes whenever possible, 

and any pipes that do nm through storage areas should be regularly checked for leaks. As 

a precaution against flooding, no objects should be stored directly on the floor, and 

objects that are not located in drawers or closed shelves should be covered loosely with 

plastic sheeting (CCI 2017).

In addition to the regular storage area(s) there should be a separate storage area 

set aside for new materials and objects entering the museum. This practice serves several 

purposes. First, it allows for any new objects to get acclimated to the museum’s 

environment before entering general storage. This separate area also allows for easy 

quarantine if the new objects have mold, insect infestations, or any other easily spread 

preservation concerns (CCI 2017).

Most museums do not have separate storage areas with independent climate 

controls that are reserved specifically for items made of one type of material. 

Additionally, many items are made from multiple organic and inorganic materials. While 

there are more specific environmental guidelines (see Table 1' depending on the type of 

materials, there are also general guidelines for how to best maintain a mixed collection.

Firstly, the environmental conditions in both storage and display areas should be 

similar in order to avoid extreme fluctuations that could put stress on an object (CCI 

2017) Secondly, lighting should be at an intensity of 150 lux or less with UV content of 

no more than 75 pW/lm. Lux is the International System of Units (SI) derived unit of 

illuminance and ‘pW/lm’ refers to the units of microwatts per lumen and is the museum 

unit applied to ultraviolet radiation (Michalski 2018). Lights should be off when they are 

not needed, as light damage is cumulative. Temperature and relative humidity should be
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kept at constant levels, and both extremes and excessive fluctuations should be avoided. 

Relative humidity (RH) is an expression of how much water vapor is in the air expressed 

as a percent The exact temperature and RH levels are dependent on what materials are in 

the collection, but in general RH should be kept between 40-60%, with an ideal range of 

45-55%, with the temperature being kept relatively cool at approximately 65° F. Lower 

temperatures generally help preserve items longer. Additionally, there should be adequate 

air circulation to discourage both mold and insects. Finally, food should be banned from 

storage areas in order to discourage pests and prevent potential spills and accidents (CCI 

2017).

The following table (Table 1) illustrates environmental guidelines for some of the 

more common materials found in museum collections. The information for this table is 

derived from the Canadian Conservation Institute CCI Notes (CCI 2018).

Table 1-Environmental Guidelines

Material
Relative
Humidity Temperature Light Other

Ceramic

Follow
general
guidelines

Follow general 
guidelines

Follow
general
guidelines

Less sensitive to 
environment, more 
easily broken

Decorative
Arts 45-55% 65-72 F

Less than 50 
lux

Ethnographic
Materials 45-55%

Do not exceed 77
F

less than 50 
lux and 75 
pW/lm

May have been treated 
with pesticides/arsenic

Furniture
55% (plus or
minus 5%)

68 F (plus or 
minus 2 degrees) 50-150 lux

Glass 40-60%

Avoid extremes 
and rapid 
fluctuations

Glass can be 
sensitive to 
UV

Less sensitive to 
environment, more 
easily broken

Metals

As low as 
possible (35- 
55%)

Follow general 
guidelines

Follow
general
guidelines

Humidity of greater 
concern than 
temperature/light
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Organic
Materials 45-55%

Do not exceed 77 
F

less than 50 
lux and 75 
|iWAm

May have been treated 
with pesticides/arsenic

Paintings 40-60% Avoid extremes

150-200 lux 
and 75 
pW/lm

Paper,
Photographs,
Books 30-35% 60-65 F

less than 50 
lux and 75 
gW/lm Acidity' major concern

Stone

Follow
general
guidelines

Follow general 
guidelines

Follow
general
guidelines Less sensitive

Textiles
Lower is 
better Lower is better

less than 50 
lux and 75 
pW/lm

Limit display to a 
maximum of six months 
every five years

Loans

Loans are agreements made between museums, between museums and non

museum institutions, and museums and individuals (Buck and Gilmore 2010). Loaned 

objects can be broadly categorized as objects a museum has physical possession of, but 

not whole legal title to. Loans include items loaned for exhibits, items loaned for study, 

long-term loans, objects entering the museum for acquisition consideration, unsolit ted 

objects, and property with unidentified sources (Buck and Gilmore 2010). Additionally, 

some of the types of gifts mentioned earlier in this chapter can be considered types of 

loans, especially promised and fractional gifts. It is even possible for there to be exchange 

loans, which are similar to the exchanges mentioned in the acquisition section, except 

legal ownership is not transferred. This thesis focuses on general guidelines for incoming 

and outgoing loans.

When a museum would like to borrow an object, typically from another museum, 

it is customary for the borrowing museum to send a letter detailing the request. The letter
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should include the purpose of the loan, how long the object will be loaned for, and where 

the loaned object will be located. The registrar of the borrowing institution should receive 

a copy of this letter in order to properly document the loan. The borrower will be 

financially responsible for all the expenses incurred during the processing of die loan, 

including packing, shipping, and insurance. If the requested object needs any 

conservation treatment either before going out or after returning, the borrower may be 

partially financially responsible for that as well (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

When a museum receives a loan request, there are multiple people that should be 

involved in the decision to accept or deny the request. The curator can indicate the 

availability of the object, the conservator/registrar/collections manager can check the 

condition of the object, and the registrar can also check the object’s provenance and any 

potential legal restrictions. Final approval of the loan is often decided by the director 

and/or the board (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

After a loan request is approved, packing and shipping need to be arranged. If the 

lender is able, packing may be done in-house, or it may be outsourced to specialists, 

preferably those who have experience in packing museum objects. The shipping method 

is dependent on the distance between the institutions, the size and shape of the object, and 

any legal restrictions, such as border crossings, that may apply. Shipping arrangements 

are usually made by the borrower, subject to the lender’s approval. In general, the lender 

should request the most direct route and the shortest travel time. For some loans, a 

courier is required, and the cost of the couriers’ travel and expenses should be paid by the 

borrower (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

Once the loan has been approved, the legally-binding loan agreement signed, and 

the packing and shipping arranged, the object should be processed for outgoing loan. This 

orocess includes an outgoing condition report, any necessary conservation treatments, 

and careful packaging of the object. The object will then be transported by the agreed- 

upon methods. After the object has arrived to the borrowing institution, it should be
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allowed to acclimate before being unpacked. During the unpacking process, the exact 

packaging should be noted and carefully set aside. Additionally, an incoming condition 

report should be completed. Any handling and installation of die object during the 

duration of the loan should be done in a manner consistent with the lender's requests and 

high standards if  museum care. Any issues, changes, or damages incurred should be 

noted and added to the loan’s file (Buck and Gilmore 2010).

When it is time to return the loan, a new condition report should be prepared and 

the object repackaged in the original packing material. The object should be shipped back 

using previously agreed-upon methods. After the loan has been returned to the lender, it 

should be allowed to acclimate before being unpacked. Lastly, a final condition report 

should be prepared. This final condition report and the first condition report should be 

compared to note any changes to the object that occurred during the loan period. Any 

damage that may have occurred during the loan should be paid for by the borrower.

The process outlined above most closely mirrors that of a simple exh rition loan, 

but can be applied in broad strokes to most loans. Loans are complicated, multi-step 

processes with a variety of people and institutions involved. They are labor intensive, 

legally binding, and can be risky for the lender. However, they are aiso a common 

process in museums, so it is important to have policies and procedures in place for how to 

make the process as efficient and painless as possible.

Deaccessioning

All museums that care for collections will eventually have objects that need to be 

removed from the collection, whether due to the items no longer filling the museum’s 

mission, or the items no longer being usable. In order to properly handle the removal of 

these objects, deaccessioning policies should be in place. According to the MRM5, all 

collections management policies should “clearly address the criteria and process 

associated with decisions and actions to deaccession and dispose of collections” (Buck
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and Gilmore 2010,101). Dei ";on criteria determine when items can be deaccessioned. 

According to MRM5 (2010,102), items should be considered for deaccession when items 

are:

1. Not within scope or mission.

2. Beyond capability of museum to maintain.

3. Not useful for research, exhibition, or educational programs in the foreseeable 

future.

4. Duplicates of other items in the collection.

5. Poor, less important, incomplete, or unauthentic examples.

6. Physically deteriorated/hazardous materials.

7. In the case of living collections, the death of a specimen.

8. Originally acquired illegally or unethically.

9. Subject to legislative mandate, e.g. repatriation.

10. Subject to contractual donor restrictions museum is no longer able to meet.

11. Part of a set that belongs to another institution, or more appropriate to collection 

of another institution.

The MRM5 then outlines the proper steps to take in the deaccessioning process, which 

are (2010,102):

1. Written curatorial justification linked to the collecting plan, outlining the decision 

criteria that apply.

2. Verification of official legal title, checking records to ascertain if any restrictions 

exist from the original gift, bequest, or purchase.

3. Physical examination by a conservator to help establish appropriate means of 

disposal, including possible sale or destruction.

4. One or more outside appraisals, especially for objects of value and those which 

might be sold or traded.
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5. Outside opinions for objects of value, especially if there is any uncertainty about 

provenance or authenticity.

6. Internal review by all curatorial staff to assure full awareness of the plan to 

dispose of a collection item.

7. CEO/Director and governing board approval. Beyond the governing body, each 

museum should check its own charter and relevant state laws to see if there are 

any external limitations on disposal.

8. Working with external stakeholders, potentially including the original donor, 

members of local community advisory groups, and other special interest groups.

Lastly, the MRM5 lists the most common methods of disposal for an item that has been 

selected for deaccession (2010,103):

1. Donation of the objects) to another museum, library, or archive for educational 

purposes.

2. Exchange with another museum or non-profit institution. Exchanges should be 

made in a way that there is relatively equal value of the items involved.

3. Educational and research programs. Often, items can be used for scientific study, 

school programs, hands-on demonstrations, exhibition props, or testing in 

conservation research.

4. Physical destruction. This method should be reserved for objects that have 

deteriorated or become hazardous, and to prevent the circulation of unauthorized 

or counterfeit materials. Records of the method of disposal should be retained. 

This may also refer to research collections undergoing destructive analysis.

5. Repatriation and/or cultural sensitivity. Repatriation is a legal issue which can 

have an impact on the method of disposal of objects. Human remains or certain 

items of religious or cultural sensitivity might need to be handled in a prescribed 

way in order to meet legal requirements or cultural standards.
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6. Private sale. This method is not a standard alternative but may be justified in 

some cases.

7. Return to donor. This alternative is not usually the best option for the museum. 

The most legitimate reason for returning material would likely be that the 

museum has failed to meet the requirements or conditions of the original gift or 

bequest.

8. Public auction. This method is especially important when there is a need to 

generate funds to improve the prospects for collecting.

Legal Issues

All museums should strive to follow ethical codes and best practices. However, of 

equal concern are the laws and legal guidelines that impact the objects museums care for. 

Therefore, before discussing the ethical codes of the museum field, it is important to 

establish the legal standards that must be upheld. While ideally issues regarding who 

owns collections and how collections should be cared for and displayed are resolved 

before reaching courts, that is not always the case. Therefore, it is vital that the 

underlying legal framework regarding museum collections is understood before moving 

on to ethical guidelines. The primary source for this section of the literature review will 

be A Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections by Marie Malaro (Malaro and 

DeAngelis 2012).

Legal Title

Following Malaro and DeAngelis (2012), iegal title’ will be defined in this thesis 

as “the legal right to own an object indefinitely.” Issues such as copyright interests and 

trademark rights fall outside the scope of this thesis topic and will not be d'"cussed. There 

are many potential issues regarding legal title that can negatively impact a museum.

Some of these issues can include the status of the transferrer (they are not the rightful
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owner of the object, they are a minor, etc.), misrepresentation by the seller (the museum 

did not receive good title of an object or the object is not what the museum believed it 

was acquiring), and the potential for a museum receiving objects that were stolen (Malaro 

and DeAngelis 2012). Therefore, it is vital that a museum practice due diligence when 

considering an object for accession in order to ensure that it has good title for any and all 

items in its collection.

However, there are some instances where the museum can have ‘good’ title to an 

object, but the legal ownership is still in question. For example, many items that fall 

under the scope of NAGPRA were ‘legally’ acquired. Additionally, there are items that 

are currently in American museum collections whose provenance during WWII is 

unclear. These items may have entered the collection legally, but may also have been 

looted or forcibly sold during WWII, which prompts the question: who has title to these 

objects? There are also items whose legality has changed. For example, due to the 

ratification of the UNESCO 1970 Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and 

Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transport of Ownership of Cultural Property, 

antiquities removed from their country of origin before the year 1970 are legally 

considered the property of the museums that possess them, but the same items removed 

from their country of origin post-1970 are considered stolen. Lastly, there is the question 

of human remains. Can one legally “own” human remains at all? Is there a time limit on 

how long someone has been deceased before their remains can be in a museum's 

collection? These are some of the things that the museum profession needs to consider as 

the field moves forward.

NAGPRA

Marie Malaro states that “the law is a clumsy tool to resolve conflicts based on 

cultural difference” (Malaro and DeAngelis 2012,130). Clumsy as it is, however, it is 

still an important and useful tool, and one that should be well understood before it is
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wielded. The relationship between Native Americans and the museum community has a 

long and troubled history, and one particular law was introduced to resolve some i ssues 

related to Native American cultural items. The Native American Graves Protection and 

Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) was signed into law on November 16,1990 (NAGPRA 

1990). This law outlines special protections for Native American cultural items that are 

either in existing museum collections or are unearthed during future archaeological 

expeditions.
This law does have restrictions. NAGPRA does not give Native American tribes 

unrestricted rights to reclaim any and all objects of Native American origin located in any 

museum in the United States. NAGPRA defines Native American “cultural items” to 

include human remains, associated funerary objects, unassociated funerary objects, 

sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony (NAGPRA 1990). Additionally, 

NAGPRA only affects cultural items held in ns-’tutions that receive federal funding. 

While that does give this law a wide reach, it also means that items held in private or 

foreign collections are not affected by NAGPRA.

What NAGPRA means for museums is very simple. Every institution that 

receives any federal funding (with the exception of the Smithsonian, as j ; is subject to a 

different law) must do the following three things. First, the institution must create an 

inventory of all Native American human remains and associated funerary objects in its 

collection. Ideally, this inventory will also identify the geographical and cultural 

affiliation of each item. Next, the institution must create a summary of any Native 

American unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony 

in its collection. This summary should be based on the museum’s records and documents, 

rather than an item-by-item inventory. Lastly, after the summary is completed, if there are 

any items in the institution’s collections that are associated with a federally-recognized 

tribe, that tribe should be notified and there should be a consultation with the tribe about 

the objects (Malaro and DeAngelis 2012).
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If, after the inventory, summary, and consultation are completed, cultural 

affiliation between the Native American tribe and the items is established, then “the 

Federal agency or museum, upon the request of the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian 

organization shall expeditiously return such objects” (NAGPRA 1990). This means 

that once the cultural link is established, the tribe can request the items be returned, and 

the institution must repatriate them. Thus, legal ownership of the cultural items is then 

transferred to the tribe.

Ethical Codes

Standards and best practices give museum professionals guidance on how to 

interact with the objects in their care on a practical, day-to-day level. Ethical codes 

require museums to think deeper about the objects in their collections, why some objects 

are collected and some are not, whether some objects should be collected at all, and how 

to approach objects not just as physical objects, but as what they represent and the 

cultural connotations they cany. The detail an eth’cal code might go into over a certain 

type of object can vary greatly, and in some instances can replace legal guidelines about 

the care of an object. However, not all ethical codes are created equal.

Below, the ethical codes of die American Alliance of Museums’ (at time of 

publication American Association of Museums) book “National Standards and Best 

Practices for U.S Museums” (2008), ethical guidelines from AAM's website, and sections 

of ethical codes from other organizations will be examined, with an emphasis on sections 

that are relevant to issues concerning difficult objects.

Difficult Objects

Due to the wide variety of objects that can be classified as ‘difficult,’ there is no 

overarching ethical standard when it comes to these types of objects. Rather, there are 

ethical codes related to specific sub-types o f ‘difficult’ objects. NAGPRA cultural items,
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archaeological material, and WWII-looted art tend to be addressed well by ethical codes. 

However, ethical codes do not tend to address several other common types of difficult 

objects, including racially charged items, Nazi memorabilia, and items relating to crimes. 

Additionally, even if certain types of difficult collections, such as non-Native American 

human remains, are addressed in ethical codes, the guidance given tends to be lacking.

Native American cultural items, archaeological material, and antiquities are 

among the most legally scrutinized items in a museum’s collection. Some of the laws 

relating to these items in the United States are the Antiquities Act of 1906, the Historic 

Sites Act of 1935, the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the Archaeological 

Resources Protection Act of 1979, and the Native American Graves Protection and 

Repatriation Act of 1990 (NPS 2016). There are also several international laws and 

treaties relating to these items, including the UNESCO Convention on the Means of 

Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export, and Transfer of Ownership of 

Cultural Property (Malaro and DeAngelis 2012).

Due to the abundance of laws relating to these items, ethical codes play a different 

role in their care than, for example WWII-looted art, which does not have a specific 

museum collections-related law. In general, ethical codes regarding Native American 

cultural items, archaeological materials, and antiquities can be summarized as: 1) follow 

any relevant laws, 2) do due diligence when researching a potential acquisition’s 

provenance and collecting history, especially in the case of objects that were imported, 3) 

be transparent about the provenance and history of any items currently in the collection, 

and 4) respectfully and diligently address ownership claims (AAM Board 2008).

A second common category of difficult objects is WWII-looted art From 1933 

through 1945, the Nazi regime forcefully acquired objects of art and cultural property 

throughout Europe. These items were taken from their rightful owners and most have yet 

to be reunited. As context, due to several high profile court cases and the publishing of 

The Rape o f Europa by Lynn Nicholas in 1994, the issue of items seized by the Nazi
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party during WWII that then found their way into museum collections was thrust to the

forefront of the American consciousness during the 1990s. In response to this issue there

was a series of hearings that began in 1998 that dealt with restitution of Holocaust assets

in the US, an international conference about how to provide relief for Holocaust survivors

and their heirs, and the formation of the Presidential Advisory Committee on Holocaust

Assets in the United States (PCHA) in 1999 (Malaro and DeAngelis 2012).

In 2001 PCHA released a report about items relating to Holocaust victims’ assets

in the U.S. and created a standard of disclosure of collections information in order to aid

the identification and discovery of potential WWII-looted art. This report and subsequent

suggestions on how to identify these items was supported by AAM, AAMD, and ICOM

(AAM Board 2001). These suggestions are as follows (AAM Board 2001):

(1) [Museums should] identify all objects in their collections that were 
created before 1946 and acquired by the museum after 1932. that underwent 
a change of ownership between 1932 and 1946, and that were or might 
reasonably be thought to have been in continental Europe between those 
dates (hereafter, “covered objects”); (2) make currently available object and 
provenance (history of ownership) information on those objects accessible; 
and (3) give priority to continuing provenance research as resources allow.

Another area concerning difficult collections that tends to be addressed in ethical 

codes is human remains. Most of the focus on human remains in ethical codes is related 

to NAGPRA, resulting in very little coverage for non-Native American human remains. 

AAM, the National Parks Service, and ICOM are similar in regards to non-Native 

American human remains: treat human remains with respect, and, if the source 

community is known, in a manner consistent with the source community’s beliefs (ICOM 

2010; Merritt 2008; National Parks Service 2007).

Difficult Exhibitions

The primary source for best practices involving controversial museum exhibits is .
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not a museum-related association at all. In response to the controversy surrounding the 

2011 National Portrait Gallery exhibition Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in American 

Portraiture, the National Coalition Against Censorship and the Vera List Center for Art 

and Politics gathered together a group of arts professionals, consultants, and First 

Amendment lawyers to discuss how museums should deal with public backlash against 

potentially controversial exhibits (NCAC 2018). A preliminary new set of best practices 

was created. This draft was then circulated among museum professionals for feedback 

and suggestions. This draft was then discussed by representatives from multiple arts and 

museum associations, including AAM, A AMD, and the Association of Art Museum 

Curators. After multiple meetings, the new set of best practices for dealing with 

controversial exhibits was published in 2012 (NCAC 2018).

The best practices emphasize three strategies for museums to use to manage 

controversy (NCAC 2012):

1. Public Statement Affirming Commitment to Artistic and Intellectual Freedom of 

Speech (“Freedom of Speech Commitment”);

2. Preparation in Advance of Upcoming Programs and Potential Controversy, 

through agreement on clear curatorial procedures, feedback mechanisms, and 

educational plans;

3. Procedures for Addressing the Press or Complaints from the Public alter an 

Exhibition or Special Program Opens.

The NCAC has a sample Freedom of Speech Commitment available on its website, 

but it encourages museums to write their own. The intent of the Freedom of Speech 

Commitment is to politely state the museum’s desire to uphold the freedom of speech, to 

encourage debate and discussion about controversial topics, and the museum’s refusal to 

“censor exhibitions in response to political or ideological pressure” (NCAC 2012).
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The second strategy for managing controversy, Preparation in Advance of Upcoming 

Programs and Potential Controversy, has several steps. First, the museum should specify 

clear curatorial selection procedures in order to better respond to complaints. Next, the 

museum should create an educational/public engagement schedule and framework for the 

exhibition before it opens. In particular, the museum should identify target audiences and 

have workshops that will facilitate dialogue. The museum should then carry out 

preliminary public relations in order to have strong channels of communication before 

there is a problem. The museum should also make use of signage/educational 

programming, including informative warnings and disclaimers. When dealing with all 

exhibits, but especially controversial exhibits, there should be strong communication 

between the curators, the educators, and the board, so no one is caught off-guard with 

regards to the exhibit Finally, the museum should review the institution’s crisis plan and 

consult with their legal counsel (NCAC 2012).

The final strategy is for addressing any potential complaints from either the press 

or the public. The two important elements for dealing with complaints are to 1) leave the 

exhibit as is for an established period of review and discussion; and 2) use the complaint 

to establish a learning opportunity by creating possibilities for thoughtful discussion 

between concerned stakeholders. There are a few differences between dealing with a 

complaint from the public and dealing with a complaint from the media. The main 

difference between the two is how involved the museum's public relations and marketing 

team are. When speaking with the media, it is best to let those that are trained in media 

dandle the issue (NCAC 2012).

Accessibility

Even though most museums in the U.S. are not owned or managed by the federal 

government, a majority do receive funding from the federal government in some form. 

Many also receive additional funding from state and other local funds. Due to the fact
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that these funds come from taxes and that museum collections are held in the public trust, 

it can be said that museum objects belong to everyone. As a result of this fact, people 

should have access to the collection. Questions of access can be very complicated, and 

there are a variety of stakeholders involved, including the museum, the donor, 

researchers, and the general public. Each stakeholder wants access to the objects, while 

potentially denying access to others.

What does accessibility mean to a museum? Does it mean that everyone is 

physically able to enter the building and look at the objects on display? According to the 

Americans with Disabilities Act, the areas listed above are legally required (Merritt 

2008). However, professional societies such as AAM encourage museums to go beyond 

this (Merritt 2008). The museum should have policies in place to allow for the public to 

access items that are not on display, and these policies should be included in the 

collections management policy (Malaro and DeAngelis 2012). These policies might 

mention who to ask for access, how much notice must be given before access is allowed, 

and rules about photographs and what researchers are allowed to bring into the 

collections viewing area. In his book Playing Darts with a Rembrandt, Joseph Sax 

recommends this simple rule for access: “material is either closed (for a reasonable 

period, to everyone) or it is open to all adults, with whatever qualifications are necessary 

to protect fragile materials from risk or excessive handling” (Sax 2011,200).

However, there are several complications related to accessibility. Unlimited 

physical access could easily destroy the delicate objects the museum is trying to preserve. 

Additionally, easy access to the knowledge and locations of object locations can become 

a security concern (Merritt 2008). Beyond these physical concerns, there are additional 

areas to consider. Earlier in this chapter, restricted gifts and some of the more common 

restrictions were discussed. However, these are not the only potential restrictions a donor 

may ask for. The donor may ask that a donated piece not go on display during their 

lifetime, or ever. The donor may also request that there be restrictions on who can
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interact with archival materials, such as only allowing access to “real” scholars as 

opposed to “mere” journalists (Sax 2011).

There is also the rise of the internet to consider. The internet has opened entirely 

new avenues of accessibility. Many museums now have online collections catalogues that 

allow the public to see what items the museum possesses. However, these new online 

resources also raise questions about accessibility, such as: What items should be included 

in an online catalog? Should a museum strive to list all the objects in its collet jun, or just 

the highlights? What about objects held to be sacred by certain groups? There are also 

questions about the objects of particular interest to this thesis. Should a museum list 

potentially controversial objects, for example Nazi armbands or KKK robes, in its online 

collection? Whatever the individual museums determine to be the correct answers to 

these questions, they need to be addressed in either the collections management policy 

and/or the media/marketing policy.

Examples

Museums potentially face a range of concerns when addressing the management 

and display of difficult objects. An object, an exhibition, and even a particular museum 

itself could be considered “difficult,” such as when the museum itself is dedicated to 

understanding the history of a place like a former internment camp or a battlefield. To 

understand how some museums have addressed concerns surrounding “difficult objects,” 

several cases are outlined below.

OMCA-KKK robe

From October 8 ,2016-February 26,2017. the Oakland Museum of California 

hosted an exhibit titled “All Power to the People: Black Panthers at 50.” This exhibit 

discussed the history of the Black Panther Party and its enduring legacy (OMCA 2018). 

Due to the radical politics of the Black Panthers, the entire exhibition could be considered
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difficult for some visitors. However, only one particular item from this exhibit will be 

discussed here.

Before visitors entered the main section of the exhibit, they walked through a 

small area that served as a way to place the creation of the Black Panther Party into 

historical context. Located in this section of the exhibit was a KKK robe. It was displayed 

in a case built into the wall that separated this context section from the main exhibit. The 

lighting was dim and the robe was laying down and somewhat crumpled up. In an exhibit 

full of thought-provoking objects, this particular object stood out. It was a visual, visceral 

reminder of what the Black Panthers were fighting. It is also one of the pieces that 

sparked the idea for this thesis.

This object was treated very differently from the other objects in the exhibit.

While all of the Black Panther artifacts on display were treated with a sense of dignity, 

the KKK robe, at first glance, appeared to have been treated disrespectfully, given that it 

was displayed in a crumpled and folded manner, wnich could potentially damage the 

textile. However, this difference in treatment between the Black Panther artifacts and the 

KKK robe makes sense within the context of the exhibit, as in a Black Panthers exhibit it 

would be problematic to display a symbol of what the Panthers were fighting against with 

the same respect as any items made by the Panthers.

During a case study session at the 2018 California Association of Museums 

Annual Conference, the question of the treatment and display of the KKK robe was 

covered in depth (Silberstein 2018). The KKK robe is part of OMCA’s collection, but 

they were unsure if they should include i t  During the creation of the exhibit OMCA 

spoke with former Black Panthers in order to get their feedback on what was displayed, 

how it was displayed, and what the former Panthers remembered. It was during these 

series of discussions that the former Panthers began to insist that the KKK robe was 

included in the exhibit but that it should be displayed in a way that robbed it of its power.
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In particular, former Panthers did not want it displayed in a “standing” position, but 

rather laid flat (Silberstein 2018).

Hayward Area Historical Society-Unmentionable exhibit

Another museum that has had an exhibit with difficult objects is the Hayward 

Area Historical Society. From April 5-October 29,2017, HAHS ran an exhibit titled 

“Unmentionable: The Indiscreet Stories o f Artifacts” (HAHS 2018). According to curator 

Diane Curry the purpose of this exhibit is to explore “the unusual, icky, scandalous, 

disturbing, awful, uncomfortable and surprising artifacts in museum collections all in one 

place” (Exhibit Envoy 2018). The exhibit was designed to be a modem cabinet of 

curiosities that featured a wide variety of difficult objects, such as photos of 

concentration camps, Victorian undergarments, and sewer cleaning equipment.

The variety of objects helps to show that any item can be difficult, and what 

people think is difficult has changed over time. This shift in perception is exemplified by 

objects such as a 1915 political campaign poster depicting two blackface figures (Moriki 

2017). At the time of the object’s creation, these types of depictions of African 

Americans were not seen as objectionable, while today they are considered deeply racist. 

When discussing difficult objects, this change of what is and is not acceptable in society 

is an important factor to keep in mind.

In this exhibit, difficult objects were brought out of hidden storage areas and 

examined for what they are. There is also a hope that by having these objects on display, 

they might be able to start conversations about sensitive, uncomfortable, and difficult 

topics. Apparently, this hope was fruitful. Not only did this exhibition prove to be a 

successful exhibit for HAHS that encouraged dialogue and brought many people into the 

museum (Ableman, Curry, and Ritter 2018), but it has also been turned into a traveling 

exhibit hosted by Exhibit Envoy. Unlike many traveling exhibits that transport the 

artifacts that are to be showcased, this exhibit encourages the hosting museum to use their
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own collections to include their own difficult objects. This practice allows for the exhibit 

to be more relevant to the local community.

National Museum o f Nuclear Science and History

Sometimes a museum possesses both collections and exhibitions of difficult 

objects. The National Museum of Nuclear Science and History, also known as the 

Atomic Museum, is located in Albuquerque, New Mexico. This museum covers 

“everything from the very origins of atomic theory the complexity of the political 

scenarios contributing to World War II, the height of the Cold War, to modern-day 

advances in nuclear medicine” (NMNSH 2018). Due to the fact that this is not only a 

nuclear museum, but also located in New Mexico where the atomic bomb was developed 

and tested, the museum focus heavily on WWII and the Cold War. This in turn means 

that the museum’s collection is made almost entirely of what can be considered difficult 

objects. These objects range from Nazi memorabilia to pieces of the Berlin Wall to actual 

casings of Fat Man and Little Boy, the atomic bombs that were dropped on Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki.

Given the central topic of the museum and the difficult conversations surrounding 

the decision of the United States to drop the atomic bombs, it would be easy for the 

museum to tip into either pro-America propaganda or anti-atomic condemnation. 

However, review of the museum’s web page and a visit by the author to the museum’s 

exhibitions indicates that the Atomic Museum approaches this very difficult and 

controversial topic with the appropriate air of respect. Every item is presented with 

proper historical context, and before visitors ever see an artifact, there are multiple panels 

about both the atrocities of WWII and the real fear felt by the Allies over Germany 

possibly gaining nuclear weapons. There is even an area set aside for visitors to reflect on 

the victims of the atomic bombs.
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Even with the respectful and neutral tone, it could be argued that if this museum 

was not located in New Mexico it would be considered far more controversial. As New 

Mexico is the birthplace of the atomic bomb, the people of New Mexico tend to have a 

more complex view of the issue. While the loss of life was devastating, the atomic bomb 

is also one of New Mexico’s claims to fame, and there is a sense of pride that goes along 

with having the tool that ended WWII coming from a state that is either overlooked or 

sometimes not even considered part of the United States. If this museum were moved 

from its current context to a place that did not have that connection with the atomic bomb 

or to a place with a high population of people of Japanese descent, the museum and its 

contents would most likely be considered far more controversial.

Conclusion

In this chapter, by examining general collections care standards and best 

practices, legal issues concerning items in museum collection, ethical codes regarding 

difficult objects and controversial exhibits, and a few examples of museums with known 

difficult objects, a basis for understanding the results of the survey has been created. 

While there is little written directly about the topic of difficult objects, it is important to 

review the broader literature and to examine what collection guidelines, laws, or ethical 

codes exist to understand what they are, what key issues they raise, and how they can be 

managed.
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Methods

This chapter contains an overview of the methods used in this thesis, which 

include a literature review and a survey of 100 museums in the western United States. 

This chapter also outlines the questions included in the survey and why these questions 

were asked.

Literature Review

A review of relevant literature was performed. The literature review was divided 

into four parts: an overview of collections management best practices, legal issues 

regarding items in museum collections, museum ethical codes, and examples of museums 

with difficult or controversial objects in their collections.

The primary sources for the section pertaining to best practices were MRM5: 

Museum Registration Methods by Rebecca Buck (Buck 2011) and the Canadian 

Conservation Institute Notes (Government of Canada 2018). This section includes an 

overview of basic collections care, including general issues such as accession, storage, 

loans, and deaccession.

The primary source for the section pertaining to laws and legal guidelines was A 

Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections by Marie Malaro and Ildiko DeAngelis 

(Malaro and DeAngelis 2012). While it is preferable to deal with any controversy or 

conflict that may arise through compromise and conversation, some difficult items do 

have laws attached to them. As a result, legal title and the Native American Graves 

Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) were discussed.

The primary sources for the ethical codes section were National Standards am  

Best Practices for U.S. Museums by Elizabeth Merritt (Merritt 2008) and the American 

Alliance of Museums “Code of Ethics for Museums” (AAM 1991). The ethical codes 

surrounding difficult objects, difficult exhibitions, and accesibility are exam ted
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The fourth section was an informal survey of three museums with difficult objects 

known to be in their collections: the Oakland Museum of California (OMCA 2018), the 

Hayward Area Historical Society (HAHS 2018), and the National Museum of Nuclear 

Science and History (NMNSH 2018). The websites of the three museums, as well as 

information gathered from the California Association of Museums 2018 Annual 

Conference provided the relevant information (Ableman, Curry and Ritter 2018; 

Silberstein 2018). In its Black Panthers exhibit, “All Power to the People: Black Panthers 

at 50 ”, OMCA displayed a robe worn by a member of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK). In this 

section, the decisions behind this display are discussed (OMCA 2018; Silberstein 2018). 

The Hayward Area Historical Society’s 2017 exhibition “Unmentionable. The Indiscreet 

Stories o f Artifacts ” is focused entirely on difficult items pulled from the historical 

society’s collection (Ableman, Cuny, and Ritter 2018: HAHS 2018). Lastly, the National 

Museum of Nuclear Science and History located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is 

examined as an example of how definitions of difficult objects can change depending on 

location (NMNSH 2018).

In addition to a review of the three museum’s webpages, relevant articles, and 

attending several relevant conference sessions, I also visited two of the three museums. 

First, I visited the Oakland Museum Black Panthers exhibit in December 2016 as part of 

a course at SF State. Later, in May 2018,1 revisited the National Museum of Nuclear 

Science and History (I had visited it multiple times in the past) in order to assess how 

objects that I considered difficult were displayed not only from the perspective of 

collections care, i.e., mounting, layout, lighting, etc., but also to see the museum s 

general approach to a very difficult subject

Survey
First the geographic region the surveys would be sent out to was determined. The
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eleven westernmost contiguous U.S. states were selected for survey: Arizona, California, 

Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and 

Wyoming. This region was selected for several reasons. It was decided that limiting die 

survey to a select number of states would supply an in-depth view of a single region, 

rather than a more general overview that would be gained from a nation-wide survey. 

Additionally, this region was selected because it was believed that museums would be 

more likely to respond if they were physically located closer to San Francisco State 

University and the Museum Studies Program.

After establishing which states the surveys would be sent to, a list of museums 

was compiled. The museums were taken from the American Alliance of Museums’ 

(AAM) list of accredited museums (AAM 2018). This list includes both museums that 

are fully accredited by AAM as well as museums in various stages of accreditation. The 

decision was made limit the survey pool to museums that were accredited/in the process 

of accreditation because of the focus on policies and best practices. Due to one of AAM’s 

accreditation criteria being the verification of core documents (AAM 2018), including the 

collections management policy, accredited museums are far more likely to have a 

collections management policy, and thus have recently put thought into their collections 

practices, as opposed to non-accredited museums. The list pulled from AAM’s website 

on January 8,2018 (AAM 2018) was then entered into a master spreadsheet.

It was decided that 100 museums would be surveyed about their practices and 

policies regarding difficult objects. In order to have each of the states fairly represented, 

it was also decided that there should be nine museums surveyed in each state, with an 

additional “wildcard” museum selected from the museum list as a whole in order to bring 

the total number of museums to the desired 100. Using a random number generator 

(Hedges 2018), the museums were then selected and their websites reviewed to see if 

they had relevant collections. Museums either did have relevant collections, did not have 

relevant collections, or were not currently open. If the museum fell into the latter two
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categories, they were disqualified and additional museums were selected. This process 

was repeated until each state had nine museums, with the exception of Idaho, which only 

had eight museums with relevant collections, which led to an additional wildcard 

museum being selected. After the 98 museums had been picked from the individual 

states, the two wildcard museums were randomly selected from the museum pool.

Saying that a museum had ‘no relevant collections’ meant the museums fell into 

one of three categories: 1) the museum did not have any collections at all; 2) the 

institution only collected i’ving natural specimens (for example, a zoo or botanical 

garden); 3) the museum had no collections relevant to this study, meaning the author 

determined the collections were unlikely to be considered difficult/controversial. If a 

museum was considered ‘not currently open’, that category meant the institution was 

currently closed and would not be reopened by the time the surveys needed to be sent out, 

that the museum was closed indefinitely, or that the museum had yet to open.

The final tally of museums per state is as follows (Table 2): 

Table 2. Museums per State_______ __________________
State Number of Museums

Arizona 9

California 10

Colorado 9

Idaho 8

Montana 9

Nevada 9

New Mexico 10

Oregon 9
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Utah 9

Washington 9

Wyoming 9

Survey Questions

The survey begins with a series of demographic questions to determine what type 

of museum the institution is, the size of the institution’s budget, and the museum’s status 

in the accreditation process. This information will be used to analyze responses to later 

survey questions and to understand the nature of the responding museums. The next set 

of questions ask about the institution's collections management policy, including who 

devises the policy, who approves the policy, and when the policy was last updated. As 

this thesis is concerned with best practices, and as all of the museums being surveyed will 

have had to examine their collections management policy recently due to accreditation, it 

was determined that it would be important to ask about this policy.

Questions six through nine focus on the relationship between any potentially 

difficult/controversial items and the public. Museums hold items in the public trust, and, 

in theory, the public should have some level of access to these items. Therefore, these 

questions focus on how accessible the potentially difficult/controversial items are. For 

example, are the items ever put on display? Are die items ever loaned? Are researchers 

allowed to access the items? Is the general public allowed to access the items? And lasdy, 

are the items available on the museum's online catalog? The answers to these questions 

will help the researcher generally determine how much access is allowed.

Questions ten through twelve focus more on policy and procedure surrounding 

potentially difficult/controversial items. The questions can be further broken down into 

questions pertaining to items accessioned into the collection, and items transitioning 

either into or out of the collection. For difficult items that are housed in their collection,
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istitutions are asked if these items receive any special care, such as being stored 

separately from other items in the collection. For items that may be accessioned into the 

collection, is there a procedure for assessing if the item may cause controversy? Are there 

any items that the museum has refused to accession because of their potential 

controversy? Alternatively, for items leaving the collection, has the museum ever 

deaccessioned an item because of its potential for controversy?

Questions thirteen through fifteen focus on the relationship between staff 

members and the items. The staff are the people who will most directly interact with the 

items in a museum’s collection, so there may be special training the staff must undergo or 

special procedures staff should follow when working with difficult/controversial objects. 

Additionally, as a museum will likely have far more volunteers than paid staff, the 

museums are also askec f  volunteers are allowed to interact with any potentially difficult 

objects.

The remaining questions of the survey ask the institution about the concept of 

“difficult objects”: Does the museum have a definition for ‘difficult/controversial items’? 

According to the above definition and/or the definition given in the survey cover letter, 

does the museum have any potentially difficult/controversial objects in its collection? 

Lastly, question seventeen invites the survey to give any additional comments about the 

topic of difficult/controversial objects.

The survey is supplied in full in Appendix A.

Summary
In this thesis, a literature review and a regional survey were conducted. The 

literature review presented a framework for understanding difficult objects, and included 

legal information, best practices and ethical guidelines, and examples of museums with 

difficult objects in their collections. Next, a regional survey asking questions about the
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practices of museums with potentially difficult objects was distributed to a selection of 

museums associated with the AAM. Survey questions include the day-to-day interactions 

between the objects and the public, the objects and policies, and the objects and the 

museum staff. In the following chapters, the results of this survey will be presented and 

discussed, and finally, conclusions and recommendations for dealing with difficult 

objects will be outlined.
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Results

One hundred surveys were sent out to a variety of museums located in the eleven 

westernmost states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New 

Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. Of these one hundred surveys, forty- 

four were returned, leading to a response rate of 44%. The responses to the survey are as 

follows. It should be noted that not every museum answered each of the questions. 

Additionally, in some instances where the survey indicated that only one response should 

be selected, some museums selected more than one answer. In these cases, all answers 

indicated were used in the final calculations. For ease of analysis, all percentages are 

rounded to the nearest whole number. Finally, as these surveys were intended to be 

anonymous, when giving examples no specific museum names will be used.

Questions 1-17

Question 1

Of the 44 museums that responded, 46% (20) were history museums, 20% (9) 

were art museums, 14% (6) were “other,” 2% (1) were science/natural history museums, 

2% (1) were historic houses/sites, 2% (1) were anthropology museums, and 14% (6) 

responded by marking more than one category (Figure 1) Of the 14% that checked 

multiple options, the results were evenly split, with 33% (2) classified as science/natural 

history and another category, 33% (2) classified as history and another category, and 33%

(2) classified as history and science/natural history. Of the 6 museums that classified 

themselves as “other,” typical responses indicated that they were either “general” 

museums or “heritage centers.”
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Figure 1. Question 1: What of the following best describes your museum?
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Question 2

Of the 42 museums that responded, 31% (13) had a budget of less than $250,000, 

17% (7) had a budget of $250,000-$500,000,21% (9) had a budget of $500,000- 

$1,500,000, and 31% (13) had a budget of more than $1,500,000 (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Question 2: What is the museum’s annual budget?
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Question 3

To be accredited by AAM, museums must go through certain steps. First, they 

must be members of AAM. Second, they must take the Pledge of Excellence, which 

means they pledge to operate according to AAM’s core standards for museums (AAM 

2018). Third, the must have their core documents examined and verified to ensure they 

meet standards for professional museums. Finally, museums are officially accredited by 

AAM (AAM n.d.). In th s question, respondents had to indicate what step in the 

accreditation process they were in.

Of the 39 museums that responded, 33% (13) were at Step 1 (becoming AAM 

members), 15% (6) were at Step 2 (the Pledge of Excellence), 5% (2) were at Step 3 

(Core Document Verification), and 46% (18) were fully accredited (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Question 3: Where is this museum is the process of accreditation through
AAM?

Question 4a

Question 4a asked about the development of collections management nolicies. Of 

the 43 museums that responded, 53% (23) had multiple people/groups involved in the 

development of a collections management policy while 47% (20) only had one 

person/group involved (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Question 4a: Who in your museum is responsible for developing the

museum’s Collections Management policy?

Single

Of the 23 respondents who had multiple people involved with the development of 

policy, the collections manager was involved 17% (11) of the time* the registrar was 

involved 12% (8) of the time, the director was involved 20% (13) of the time, the board 

was involved 15% (10) of the time, the curator was involved 28% (18) of the lime, and 

others were involved 8% (5) of the time (Figure 5) The “others” were usually a 

collections committee, but in one institution, the “others” were volunteers,
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Figure 5, Multiple People/Groups Involved in Collections Management Policy 

Development

Collections Registrar Director Board Curators) Other 
Manager

Of the 20 museums that only had one person/group involved in the development 

of policy, the collections manager developed the policy 21% (4) of the time, the registrar 

42% (8) of the time, the director 1% (4) of the lime, the board 5% (1) of the time, the 

curator 5% (1) of the time, and others 5% (1) of the time (Figure 6). The 'others'1 in this 

instance were the various division directors of the institution.
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Figure 6. One Person/Group involved in Collections Management Policy 

Development

Collections Registrar Director Board Curators) Other 
Manager

Question 4b

Question 4b asked about the approval of collections management policies. Of the 

42 museums that responded, 36% (15) had multiple people/groups involved in the 

approval of a collections management policy while 64% (27) only had one person/group 

involved.
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Figure 7. Question 4b: Who in your museum is responsible for approving the

museum’s Collections Management policy?

Of those 15 respondents who had multiple people involved with the approval, the 

Collections Manager was involved 3% (1) of the time, the Registrar was involved 5% (2) 

of the time, the Director was involved 30% (11) of the time, the Board was involved 38% 

(14) of the lime, the Curator was involved 16% (6) of the time, and Others were involved 

8% (3) of the time (Figure 8). The “Others*' were usually a collections committee or a 

part of the museum's parent institution.
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Figure 8. Multiple People/Groups Involved in Collections Management Policy 

Approval

Collections Registrar Director Board Curators) Other 
Manager

Of the 27 museums that only had one person/group involved in the approval, the 

Collections Manager approved the pol :y 4% (1) of the time, the Registrar 0% (0) of the 

time, the Director 19% (5) of the time, the Board 58% (15) of the time, Curators 8% (2) 

of the time, and Others 12% (3) of the time (Figure 9). The “Others” are usually a 

collections committee or a part of the museum's parent institution.
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Figure 9. One Person/Group Involved in Collections Management Policy Approval

Collections Registrar Director Board Curators) Other 
Manager

Question 5

Of the 40 museums that responded, 18% (7) had updated their collections 

management nolicy within the last year, 25% (10) had updated it 1-2 years ago, 30% (12) 

had updated it 3-4 years ago, and 28% (11) had updated over 5+ years ago (Figure 10). 

Additionally, one of the responding museums staiea that they did not have a formal 

collections management policy, and were currently in the process of developing one.
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Figure 10. Question 5: How recently was the museum’s Collections Management 
Policy updated?
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Question 6

Of the 44 museums that responded, 64% (29) indicated that they do have objects 

in the collecti on that they will not display due to the difficult nature of the objects, while 

36% (16) indicated they do not have objects they will not display due to difficult objects 

(Figure 11). Additionally, one museum responded both “Yes” and “No” as they did not 

have any objects that were explicitly not allowed to be displayed, but there were also 

several objects that would have to be exhibited carefully due to their potential to fuel 

Controversy. Ultimately, that museum indicated that the issue would come under the 

discretion of the Executive Director. This museum's response was counted as both a 

“Yes” and “No.” Respondents were also given space to list any objects that they will not 

display.
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Of the 44 museums that responded, 41% (18) commented on the items that they 

would not display. These items can be broken down into seven main categories: 

NAGPRA items, items/photographs relating to crimes and mass shootings, human 

remains, racially insensitive items, Nazi items, KKK items, and items containing 

sex/nudity. Of the museums that commented on the items they will not display, 31% (10) 

would not display some NAGPRA items, 9% (3) would not display shooting/crime 

related items, 16% (5) would not display human remains, 19% (6) would not display 

racially insensitive items, 16% (5) would not display Nazi items, 3% (1) would not 

display KKK items, and 6% (2) would not display items containing sex/nudity (Figure 

12). Three of the museums responded that this was not a permanent ban on the display of 

their difficult items, and that some of these items might be displayed in the future. In

Figure 11. Question 6: Are there any objects in the collection that the museum will

not display due to the potential for controversy?

■  Yes

■  No
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particular, one of the institutions with Nazi items stated that they “will not put them [the 

Nazi items] out right now in the current political climate.”

Figure 12. Types of Objects Museums Will Not Display

Question 7

Of the 43 museums that responded, 47% (20) indicated that they do have objects 

in the collection that they will not loan due to the difficult nature of the objects, while 

53% (23) indicated they do not have objects they will not loan due to difficult objects 

(Figure 13). Respondents were given space to list any objects they will not loan.
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Of the 44 museums that responded, 32% (14) commented on the items they would 

not loan. These items can be broken down into six main categories: NAGPRA items, 

items/photographs relating to crimes and mass shootings, human remains, racially 

insensitive items, Nazi items, and KKK items. Of the 14 museums that commented on the 

items they will not loan, 33% (8) would not loan some NAGPRA items, 17% (4) would 

not loan shooting/crime related items, 17% (4) would not loan human remains, 17% (4) 

would not loan racially insensitive items, 13% (3) would not loan Nazi items, and 4% (1) 

would not loan KKK items (Figure 14).

Figure 13. Question 7: Are there any objects in the collection that the museum will

not loan due to the potential for controversy?
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Figure 14. Objects Museums Will Not Loan

Question 8a

Of the 43 museums that responded, 16% (7) of museums have objects they will 

not allow researchers to access, while 84% (36) indicated they did not have items 

researchers were not allowed to access (Figure 15).
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Of the 7 museums that had items researchers were not allowed to access, items 

fell into two categories: NAGPRA items and crime related objects. The NAGPRA items 

comprised 78% (7) of the restricted items, while the crime items made up 22% (2) of the 

restricted items (Figure 16).

Figure 15. Question 8a: Are there any objects in the collection that researchers are

not allowed to access because of their potential for controversy?
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Figure 16. Objects Museums Will Not Allow Researchers to Access

Question 8b

Of the 42 museums that responded, 36% (15) of museums have objects they will 

not allow the public to access, while 64% (27) indicated they did not have items the 

public was not allowed to access (Figure 17).
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Of the 15 museums that had items the public was not allowed to access, these 

items fell into four categories: NAGPRA items, shooting/crime related items, human 

remains, and items containing sex/nudity. NAGPRA items make up 60% (9) of the 

inaccessible items, shooting/crime items are 13% (2), human remains are 20% (3), and 

items containing sex/nudity are 7% (1) (Figure 18).

Figure 17. Question 8b: Are there any objects in the collection that the public is not

allowed to access because of their potential for controversy?
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Figure 18. Objects the Public is Not Allowed to Access

Human Remains

NAGPRA

Question 9

Of the 44 museums that responded, 23% (10) indicated there are items not put on 

the museum’s website due to potential controversy , 25% (11) indicated they do not have 

items they refuse to put on the website due to controversy, and 52% (23) indicated they 

do not have an online catalog (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Question 9: Are there any objects in the collection that are not put on the

museums' online catalog/website due to the potential for controversy?

Of the 10 museums that responded there were items they would not put on the 

museum’s website due to potential controversy, 9 commented on what those items were. 

These comments tended to list more than one type of difficult object, so each type of 

object was tallied separately, The items that museums will not put on their online catalog 

can be broken down into seven main categories: NAGPRA items, items/photographs 

relating to crimes and mass shootings, human remains, racially insensitive items, Nazi 

items, KKK items, and items containing sex/nudity. Of the museums that commented on 

the items they will not put on their online catalog, 44% (7) would not digitally display 

some NAGPRA items, 13% (2) would not, digitally display shooting/crime related items, 

6% (1) would not digitally display human remains, 13% (2) would not digitally display 

racially insensitive items, 6% (1) would not digitally display Naz’ items, 13% (2) would

Museum does n o t- 
52.0%

Yes

No
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not digitally display KKK items, and 6%(1) would not digitally display items containing 

sex/nudity (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Types of Objects that Museums will not Put on Online Catalogs

Question 10

Of the 43 museums that responded, 35% (15) indicated they do have some items 

stored in a special way due to their sensitive nature, while 65% (28) indicated they do not 

store these items in a special way (Figure 21).
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Of the 15 museums that do have special storage, NAGPRA and Native American- 

related items account for 67% (8) of the items with special storage, while human remains 

account for 25% (3) and nuclear items account for 8% (1) (Figure 22). Additionally, one 

of the museums that responded does not have special storage procedures per se, but does 

flag items that might contain sensitive material.

Figure 21. Question 10: Are any objects in the collection stored in a special way

specifically because of their potential for controversy?
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Figure 22. Items with Special Storage
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Question 11a

Of the 42 museums that responded, 45% (19) indicated there were items they 

have decided to not accession due to controversy, while 55% (23) responded that there 

are not objects they have decided to not accession due to controversy (Figure 23). The 

two museums that commented on why they would not accession potentially controversial 

objects mentioned that unclear provenance was an important factor in their decision.
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Figure 23. Question 11a: Are there any items that the museum has decided not to

accession because of their potential for controversy?

Question l ib

Of the 44 museums that responded, 25% (11) indicated there is a formal 

procedure for assessing if an item s difficult/controversial, 39% (17) indicated there is an 

informal assessment procedure, and 36% (16) indicated there is no assessment procedure 

(Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Question lib : When accessioning objects, is there a formal or informal 

procedure in place for assessing if an object is difficult/controversial?

No

Yes, Formal

Yes, Informal

Of the 11 museums with formal assessment procedures, the procedures could be 

broken down into three categories; assessment by criteria found in the Collections 

Management Policy, assessment by committee, and review by a Native American 

Advisory group. Assessment by criteria counts for 22% (2) of formal assessment, 

assessment by committee counts for 56% (5) of formal assessment, and review by a 

Native American advisory group counts for 22% (2) of formal assessment procedures 

(Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Formal Assessment Procedures

Of the 17 museums with informal assessment procedures, the procedures could be 

broken down into two categories: informal assessment by the Staff/Board and review by 

a Native American Advisory group. Assessment by staff/board accounts for 62% (8) of 

informal assessment and review by a Native American advisory group accounts for 38% 

(5) of informal assessment procedures (Figure 26).
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Question 12

Of the 40 museums that responded, 25% (10) indicated they have deaccessioncd 

items due to their potential for controversy, while 75% (30) responded that they have not 

deaccessioned items due to their potential for controversy (Figure 27).
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The items that 25% (10) of the responding museums deaccessioned can be broken 

down into three main categories: NAGPRA items, human remains, and items with 

potential legal issues. Of the 10 museums that commented on the items they 

deaccessioned, NAGPRA items account for 47% (6) of deaccessioned items, human 

remains counted for 38% (5) and items with potential legal issues counted for 15% (2) 

(Figure 28).

Figure 27. Question 12: Are there any items the museum has deaccessioned because

of their potential for controversy?

■  Yes
^ __________________  No
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Figure 28. What Items were Deaccessioned

Legal Issues
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Question 13

Of the 43 museums that responded, 28% (12) indicated they dio have special 

procedures staff needed to follow while caring for potentially difficult items, while 72% 

(31) indicated they did not (Figure 29).
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Figure 29. Question 13: Are there any .special protocols or procedures the staff must 

follow when caring for any potentially difficult objects?
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Of the 12 museums that had special procedures for caring for difficult objects, 

these procedures fell into four categories: following tribal wishes, gender impacting who 

can/cannot handle certain items, following federal regulations, and following best 

practices. It should be noted that the tribal wishes and gender procedures overlapped in 

67% (2) of the cases where those procedures were mentioned. Tribal wishes counted for 

30% (3) of special procedures, gender-related rules counted for 30% (3) of special 

procedures, federal regulations counted for 20% (2), and best practices counted for 20% 

(2) of special procedures (Figure 30).

■  Yes

■  No
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Question 14

Of the 43 museums that responded, 21% (9) indicated there was special training 

staff had to complete before caring for difficult objects while 79% (34) indicated there 

was not any special training required (Figure 31).
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Figure 31. Question 14: Is there any special training staff must undergo before 

caring for any potentially difficult/controversial objects?
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Of the 9 museums that require special training before caring for difficult objects, 

this training fell into five categories: general museum background, general training, 

NAGPRA training, listening to community concerns, and radiation training. Museum 

background counted for 22% (2) of training, general training counted for 34% (3), 

NAGPRA training counted for 22% (2), community concerns counted for 11% (1), and 

radiation training counted for 11% (1) of special training (Figure 32).
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Figure 32. Types of Special Training

Question 15

Of the 41 museums that responded, 39% (16) indicated volunteers were allowed 

to care for potentially difficult objects while 61% (25) indicated volunteers were not 

allowed to care for potentially difficult objects (Figure 33).
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Figure 33. Question 15: Are volunteers allowed to care for potentially difficult 

objects?
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Question 16

Of the 43 museums that responded, 9% (4) indicated they had a formal definition 

of difficult/controversial objects, 21% (9) indicated they had an informal definition, and 

70% (30) indicated they did not have a definition at all (Figure 34). Across both the 

formal and informal definitions, there was a constant theme of difficult/controversial 

items being items that provoke strong emotional reactions in the viewers.

■  Yes

■  No
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Figure 34. Question 16: Does the museum have a formal or informal definition for 

‘difficult/controversial items’?
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Question 17

Of the 38 museums that responded, 66% (25) indicated they did have difficult 

items in their collection, while 34% (13) indicated they did not (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Question 17: According to the above definition and/or the definition 

given in the survey cover letter, does the museum have any potentially 

difficult/controversial objects in its collection?
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Of the 25 museums that indicated they had difficult items in their 

collections, 56% (14) commented on what these difficult objects were. Of the 14 

museums that had made comments, 57% (8) indicated they had multiple types of difficult 

objects. Figure 36 below shows a breakdown of the categories of objects the museum 

indicated in their comments. In order to preserve anonymity, the museums will not be 

referred to by name in this table, but rather by the type of museum they self-identified as 

in Question 1 of this survey.
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Figure 36. Categories of Difficult Objects in Museum Collections

Type of 
Museum

Crimes/
Shootings Race Sex/Nudity

NAGPRA/Native
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Art X

Art X
Historic
House/Site X X X

History X

History X X X

History X X X X

History X X

History X

History X X X X

History X

History X

History X X

Multiple X X X

Other X X

These items can be broken down into nine categories: items related to 

crime/shooting, racially sensitive items, items depicting sex/nudity, NAGPRA items, 

WWII items, items made of ivory, KKK items, Nazi items, and human remains. Items 

related to crime/shootings count for 14% (4) of items, racially sensitive items are 17%

(5), items that depict sex/nudity are 7% (2), NAGPRA items are 21% (6), WWII items 

are 7% (2), items made from ivory are 3% (1), KKK items are 7% (2), Nazi items are 

14% (4), and human remains are 10% (3) of difficult items in museum collections (Figure 

37).
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Figure 37. Types of Difficult Objects

Additional Data

Comment Content Throughout the Survey

Of the 44 museums that responded to the survey as a whole, 82% (36) made at 

least one comment in addition to checking the multiple-choice answers. There were 

several trends in the types of items mem’oned in these comments. All comments 

throughout the survey, here defined as ‘anything written by a museum that was not a 

mark to indicate a multiple-choice answer, were compiled and analyzed for the types of 

objects ment med. There were 200 comments compiled from all of the survey responses. 

Of the 36 museums that commented, 47% (17) were history museums (Figure 38).
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Figure 38. Types of Museums that Wrote Additional Comments

ArtMultiple

Sc ence/toatural H

Other

Historic House/Site

History

The wording of both the surv ey and the survey cover letter was designed to be 

neutral. To explain what was meant by ‘di fficult/controversial,’ however, a few examples 

of the term were included; for example, in the cover letter, references to human remains 

and a KKK robe were made. Interestingly, NAGPRA was not mentioned in either the 

survey or the cover letter. However, NAGPRA was the most commonly referred to topic 

in the museum comments; specifically, NAGPRA was mentioned in 43% (86) of the 

comments. The next most mentioned type of difficult collection was human remains at 

12% (24). The remaining categories are as follows: racial issues account for 10% (20), 
shootings/crime related items account for 10% (20), Nazi/WWfl items account for 9.5%

(19), items containing nudity/sex account for 4% (8), and KKK; terns account for 3% (6) 

(Figure 39). In the case of the NAGPRA comments, it should be noted that these 

comments came from 42% (15) of the museums that provided comments in the survey. It
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should also be noted that sometimes museums mentioned several types of objects in one 

comment.

Figure 39. Types of Objects Mentioned in Museum Comments Throughout the 

Survey

In the next chapter, a summary' of the survey results will be presented, including 

an average responder profile, followed by a discussion of several key points.
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Discussion

In this chapter, each section of the survey will be discussed in detail. Comments 

about the significance of the survey results in view of the information outlined in the 

Literature Review will be presented. First, a profile of the typical respondent will be 

outlined. Next, the types of items defined as “difficult” by the respondents will be 

examined. Then, the treatment of these items in terms of policy, accessibility, and 

relevance will be explored. Finally, NAGPRA cultural items will be discussed in greater 

depth, both to examine why they were the most commonly mentioned type of collection 

in the survey comments and to focus on how museums work with NAGPRA cultural 

items in the context of the concept of “difficult.” For the purposes of this thesis, “difficult 

objects” are objects that pose a collections challenge, not necessarily because of the 

material(s) they are made from, but because of their social and cultural connotations.

Typical Respondent Profile
Based on the results of the survey, the typical museum that responded was a 

history museum with an annual budget of either less than $250,000 or more than 

$1,500,000 and was accredited through AAM. The museum’s collections management 

policy was developed by the curator, director, and collections manager, and was 

approved by the board. The collections management policy was last updated 3-4 years 

ago.

The museum does have items it will not display, and those collections tend to be 

NAGPRA related, racially sensitive, Nazi memorabilia, or human remains. The museum 

does not contain items it will not loan, items that researchers are not allowed to access, or 

items that the public is not allowed to access. The museum does not have an online 

catalog. The museum does not have any special storage for potentially difficult items, nor 

has it refused to accession any items due to potential controversy.
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The museum has an informal procedure for evaluating if an object is potentially 

controversial, and that procedure is evaluation by staff and/or the board. The museum has 

not deaccessioned objects due to potential controversy. The staff does not have to follow 

any special protocols or procedures when caring for difficult items, nor is there any 

special training required. Volunteers are not allowed to care for potentially difficult 

items. The museum does not have a definition for difficult/potentially controversial 

items. However, they do have difficult items in their collection, and those items are 

NAGPRA items, racially sensitive items, items related to crimes/mass shootings, and 

Nazi items.

How Museums Define “Difficult”

In this survey, 70% (30) of respondents indicated that their museums did not have 

a definition for difficult or controversial items. The few museums that did have a 

definition for difficult and/or controversial items shared common themes of ‘objects that 

provoked strong reactions’ or ‘objects that may be considered culturally sensitive.’ 

However, 66% (25) of respondents indicated that they did have potentially difficult 

and/or controversial items in their collection. This statistic implies that even though 

museums may not have any official policies and practices in place for the care of difficult 

objects, they are still aware of this issue and would like to discuss how best to approach 

it. The types of difficult objects can be broken down into two main categories: the 

“universally difficult” and the “contextually difficult.”

Most of the difficult objects mentioned in the survey comments could be called 

universally difficult. Universally difficult objects were objects that were identified by 

multiple types of museums in multiple states. These are the types of objects that would 

most likely be viewed as difficult regardless of the context they are placed in. The items 

in this category tended to be collections that already have laws and/or ethical guidelines 

attached to them, such as NAGPRA cultural items, certain archeological materials, and
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human remains. However, universally difficult objects also include objects that are not 

covered by laws and/or ethical guidelines, such as racially charged items, Nazi 

memorabilia, and items related to crimes and mass shootings. It should be noted that even 

though not a single museum that responded to th’s survey mentioned WWII-looted art, 

WWII-looted art would also belong to this category of difficult objects.

The second category of difficult objects is contextually difficult. There were far 

fewer contextually difficult objects than there were universally difficult objects. 

Contextually difficult objects are objects that museums would not display due to their 

meaning in specific contexts. Significantly, most contextually difficult objects would not 

be considered difficult if they were moved to a different museum. For example, one 

respondent mentioned that there was an oil painting in the museum’s collection that the 

board had decided not to display because the painting depicted a nude woman, and the 

board felt that this was inappropriate. In a similar vein, an art museum in Utah mentioned 

that, due to the Ttluence of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS or 

Mormons), nudity “can be problematic,” so art depicting nudity was not displayed.

Another type of contextually difficult object is an object that has accrued 

unfortunate connotations or meanings due to outside influences or societal changes that 

have nothing to do with the object. An example of this circumstance would be one 

museum that will not display certain Navajo objects, not because the objects in question 

are subject to NAGPRA, but because the objects depict the whirling log symbol (hfi).

Due to the similarity between the whirling log symbol and the Nazi swastika, the 

museum decided it would be best to not display these items.

Policy, Accessibility, and Relevance
As mentioned in the Literature Review, it is every museum’s duty to take care of 

the items in its collection. This statement is true regardless if the item is difficult or not. 

The surveyed museums answered several questions about their policies and procedures
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with regards to multiple aspects of the care of the difficult objects in their collection. In 

this section, the responses to questions about collections policies and accessibility will be 

examined, and select examples of museum practice with regards to the concept of 

“relevance” will be discussed.

Policy

When asked if there were any items the museums had refused to accession 

specifically due to potential controversy, a majority of the museums said no. 

Additionally, almost two-thirds of the museums had either a formal or informal 

procedure in place to assess if an object was potentially difficult or controversial. These 

evaluations usually took the form of a collections committee. However, in 32% (7) of the 

museums that had a procedure in place also reached outside of the museum to connect 

with the local Native American community, usually in the form of a Native American 

Advisory Committee, in order to get feedback on any potentially difficult acquisitions of 

Native American objects.

While a majority of museums had some form of additional care in place with 

regards to acquisition, there seemed to be less concern for items already in the collection. 

Of the museums surveyed, only 35% (15) had special storage procedures in place for 

difficult objects. Special storage is not necessarily needed for difficult objects, as their 

environmental requirements are usually the same as other collections, but the author 

recommends flagging potentially sensitive collections so that any “behind-the-scenes” 

tours or other visitors to the collection storage area do not inadvertently stumble across 

sacred items or human remains. More concerning is the lack of policies and training with 

regards to the care of difficult collections. Seventy-two percent (31) of museums 

surveyed said that there were no special protocols or procedures staff members need to 

follow while caring for difficult objects, and 79% (34) said there was no special training 

required for staff to care for these types of collections. However, it should be noted that
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despite this lack of training and policies, in 61% (25) of the museums that responded 

volunteers are not allowed to care for difficult objects. This discrepancy could be 

explained by museums not allowing volunteers to care for the collections at all, 

volunteers only being allowed to help with specific collections (such as an education 

collection), or volunteers only working with collections that are being put on display.

With regards to collections being put on display, there is a discrepancy between 

how willing a museum is to display potentially difficult objects, and how willing a 

museum is to loan potentially difficult objects. In the survey responses, 64% (29) 

museums indicated they had objects in their collections they would not display due to the 

objects being potentially difficult. However, only 47% (20) indicated they had items they 

would not loan due to being potentially difficult. It is interesting that museums are more 

willing to loan difficult objects than display them due to the fact that a museum has less 

control over the display and interpretation of an object it has loaned out than over an 

object that it displays in its own exhibition areas. It may also be that such items are being 

loaned for research purposes. There is even the possibility, especially with a difficult 

object, that a loaned object could be seized and not returned to the lending institution, as 

has happened with several pieces of WWII looted art.

The final question dealing with collections policy was about deaccessioning. 

Museums were asked if they had ever deaccessioned an object specifically due to the 

object’s potential for controversy. Of the museums that responded, 75% (30) had not 

deaccessioned an item due to controversy. This practice makes sense, as controversy is 

not one of the approved deaccession criteria according to MRM5 (Buck and Gilmore 

2010). However, it could be argued that difficult objects could be difficult because they 

were acquired illegally or unethically, are subject to law such as NAGPRA, or would be 

more appropriate in the collection of a different museum (Buck and Gilmore 2010).
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Accessibility

In addition to questions about policy, the surveyed museums were also asked 

about accessibility practices. In general, the majority of museums did not have items that 

researchers and the public could not access, providing they went through the proper 

channels to request access to the collection. Museums were slightly more open to access 

by researchers than the public, with 84% (36) indicating that they did not have items that 

researchers were not allowed to access, as opposed to 64% (27) that indicated they did 

not have items the public was not allowed to access. However, while in-person access to 

difficult collections is relatively simple, many museums are lagging in terms of digital 

access. Over half of the responding museums do not have an online catalog at all, and 

only half of those who do are willing to put potentially difficult items online. It should be 

noted that some of the items that are not displayed digitally are cultural items subject to 

NAGPRA and the affiliated tribe has requested they not be displayed.

Relevance

In multiple areas in this survey, museums were invited to comment on how they 

worked with and defined difficult objects. While examining these comments, a common 

theme of “relevant to the local community” began to emerge. This theme of local 

relevance was also reflected in the three examples of museums working with difficult 

collections mentioned in the Literature Re1 ew. However, the museums in the survey and 

the museums in the Literature Review had very different approaches to the intersection 

between relevance to local community and difficult objects.

The museums in the survey that commented on only having items “relevant to the 

local community” tended to be history museums that indicated they did not have any 

difficult objects in their collection. There was an unspoken implication that because they 

only focused on “local” items they could not have any difficult items. These museums
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did not seem to consider the possibility that an item could be both relevant to the local 

community and difficult.

An example of items that are both local and difficult are the items collected from 

memorials to the victims of mass shootings. Several museums that responded to this 

survey mentioned that they had these kinds of items in their collections. These items are 

both tragically relevant to the local community and very difficult for a variety of reasons. 

These items cany the weight of being a memorial to the victims of a crime and being 

related to the hotly debated issue of gun control in America. One of the museums 

mentioned that they would like to display these items at some point in the fixture. Another 

mentioned that the only media controversy they have experienced was as a direct result of 

the mere concept of a museum having these sorts of items.

In contrast to the museums in the survey, the three museums mentioned in the 

Literature Review, Hayward Area Historical Society (HAHS), Oakland Museum of 

California (OMCA), and the National Museum of Nuclear Science and History (Atomic 

Museum) highlighted the connection between their difficult objects and the local 

community. HAHS’s “Unmentionable. The Indiscreet Stories o f Artifacts” exhibit only 

displayed items from HAHS’s collection, which had mostly been donated by members of 

the community (Ableman, Curry, and Ritter 2018). OMCA’s “All Power to the People: 

Black Panthers at 5(F exhibit not only focused on the fact that the Black Panthers were 

created in Oakland, but also that many important events in the Black Panther’s history 

had happened near OMCA (Silberstein 2018). The KKK robe in particular was already 

part of OMCA’s collection long before the Black Panther exhibit was created (Silberstein 

2018). Finally, the Atomic Museum, located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, emphasizes 

the role that New Mexico played during the development of the atomic bomb through 

exhibits, objects, and lectures. Furthermore, the Atomic Museum ties itself even more 

closely to a sense of place through its annual Trinity Tours, where guests are taken to 

Trinity Site where the atomic bombs were tested (National Museum of Nuclear Science
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and History 2018). These three museums embraced the difficult objects in their collection 

in order to bring new meaning and understanding to objects in ways that were relevant to 

their local community.

NAGPRA

NAGPRA cultural items were the most commonly mentioned type of difficult 

collections in the survey. Of the roughly 200 individual comments on the returned 

surveys, 43% (86) mentioned NAGPRA or NAGPRA-related items in some capacity, 

despite the fact that NAGPRA was never explicitly mentioned in either the cover letter or 

the survey. The overwhelming presence of NAGPRA in these comments is likely due to 

several factors. First, even though NAGPRA was signed into law over two decades ago in 

1990, the American museum community is still very much focused on the impact that 

law has had on museums. This focus makes sense, as NAGPRA initially raised 

concerns about museums losing their collections to repatriation. That fear, while mostly 

unfounded, likely remains among some in the museum profession, as evidenced by the 

many, many scholarly articles about the impact of NAGPRA on museums at 10 years, at 

20 years, and the likely group of articles in 2020 about NAGPRA at 30 years.

The second factor that might have influenced the high percentage of NAGPRA 

responses is that, due to the wording of the law, Native American cultural items can be 

viewed as the “best defined” difficult objects. While the definition for difficult objects 

outlined in the survey was intentionally broad, it apparently brought to mind, for many 

respondents, that while NAGPRA cultural - ems are well-defined, most other ] jnds of 

“difficult” objects do not have official or legal definitions.

The third factor that may have influenced the amount of comments about 

NAGPRA is the location and type of museums that responded. The survey was only sent 

out to museums in the western United States, and of the museums that responded, 46%

(20) self-identified as history museums. Given that the history, culture, and treatment of
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Native Americans is a significant element of the history of the western United States, it is 

perhaps unsurprising that these museums would have such a focus on NAGPRA cultural 

items. It is possible that, had the survey instead been sent to a different geographic 

region, or focused only on art museums, that the amount of NAGPRA-related comments 

would have been far fewer.

Finally, the museums that indicated they have NAGPRA cultural items care for 

these items in a variety of ways. Several have been very proactive in their dealings with 

NAGPRA-related items. They have Native American advisory committees, discuss 

potential acquisitions with tribal leaders, and have special storage practices (such as rules 

about which genders can handle what items, separate storage for some sacred items, and 

complying with other tribal storage wishes) specifically for all of their Native American 

collections, not just potential NAGPRA items. A few museums even have policies that 

state that potential researchers must get permission from the affiliated tribe(s) before 

bc ng granted access to the items. An interesting item of note is that, based on the survey 

responses, the proactive museums also tended to be more open about how they were 

taking care of these sensitive items.

However, another approach to NAGPRA that could be detected in the survey 

responses is a ‘letter of the law’ approach. These museums are doing their best to comply 

with the legal guidelines set out by both the federal and state governments, but do not 

seem to be changing practice in areas “above or beyond the law,” or areas not specifically 

mentioned in the legal guidelines. For example, because Native American advisory 

committees are not legally required, these museums do not tend have them. Additionally, 

because NAGPRA guidelines do not address how to store NAGPRA cultural items, or 

discuss the housing of similar objects that do not meet requirements for repatriation, 

special storage or training that staff need to undergo before caring for these items is not in 

place in these museums.
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In sum, it is significant that NAGPRA features prominently in the responses to the 

survey, and that museums had different approaches to areas not mentioned specifically in 

the legal guidelines, even though the law was not discussed in the survey or the cover 

letter. As highlighted in the Literature Review, this presence reflects the remarkable 

impact NAGPRA has had on museum practice, while raising interesting questions about 

the utility of having specific definitions in place to help museums manage a fuller range 

of “difficult” objects.

Conclusion
This survey was intended to discover how museums defined and cared for 

difficult objects. Now that this chapter has discussed the results of the survey, with a 

focus on the definition o f“difficult,” policies and procedures surrounding difficult 

objects, and the impact of NAGPRA, the next chapter will offer conclusions about this 

topic and recommendations for the care of difficult objects in the future.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, a review of the literature and the results of a regional survey supply 

an important overview of how difficult objects are managed by museums. Overall, it is 

clear that the management of difficult object presents many challenges for museums, 

from how they are identified, displayed, and interpreted, to their access and care. At the 

same time, an additional challenge is that not all museums acknowledge that some of the 

objects in their collection may be viewed as ‘difficult.’

Below, three conclusions about the management of difficult objects are outlined, 

followed by a set of recommendations. The first conclusion concerns what can be learned 

from NAGPRA, the second, how difficult objects are defined, and the third, the need for 

museums to work with their communities. The set of recommendations includes actions 

museums can take when they decide to address the issue of managing difficult objects.

Conclusion #1: In Managing Difficult Objects, Much can be Learned from 

NAGPRA

Federal repatriation law has had a transformative impact on the American 

museum community. Items subject to NAGPRA are not only clearly defined, but the law 

requires an inventory, as well as consultation with relevant stakeholders. New 

relationships, standards of care, and policies have also developed. In managing difficult 

objects, much can be learned from the museum experience of NAGPRA, in three specific 

areas, as outlined below.

First, as in NAGPRA, where definitions of key cultural items are defined, 

museums that possess “difficult objects” would also benefit from having definitions in 

place concerning what qualifies as a difficult object. The phrase “difficult object” need 

not be used, and alternative terms, such as “special,” “sensitive,” or “controversial,” 

could also be useful. The definition provided for the survey, “objects that pose a
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collections challenge, not necessarily because of the material(s) they are made from, but 

because of their social and cultural connotations” is a starting place, though it is 

admittedly broad.

Because museums know their collections best, they can tailor any definitions of 

“difficult objects” to their specific collections. In this respect, one lesson learned from 

NAGPRA is that legally mandated definitions sometimes do not include the full range of 

understandings associated with cultural items. While definitions have been critically 

important in NAGPRA compliance, there has been much debate among museum 

personnel and Native American groups over the limitations of some definitions, as is the 

case with the definition of ‘sacred object’ in NAGPRA. The survey results conducted for 

this thesis also indicated that a diversity of views exists on how difficult objects are 

designated. As a result, any definitions of difficult objects that are developed by 

museums might benefit initially from being somewhat broad and flexible.

Second, NAGPRA requires that museum understand their collections by 

conducting physical inventories, by reviewing their archives, and by consulting with key 

stakeholders, Native American groups. Along these lines, museums that may house 

difficult objects need to proactively assess their collections, once they have developed a 

working definition. Such an assessment could also serve as an opportunity to refine the 

definition. During this process, any difficult objects should be flagged in the museum's 

collections database. This flagging would serve as a reminder that these objects may 

require more specialized care with regards to their handling, storage, and display, and any 

guidance about their care and display could be physically included with the object as 

well.

Third, relevant stakeholders, i.e., the various Native American tribes, are legally 

mandated to be involved in key parts of the review and assessment process in 

NAGPRA. As a result, as many have noted, much has been learned about Native
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American objects that museums house, and many beneficial relations! 3S between 

museums and Native American groups have been formed.

In the case of difficult objects, museums should also consider contacting relevant 

stakeholders. This may include the source community of an object (if known), but it 

could also include groups that could be harmed by the object, especially if the object in 

question is a symbol of hate. The relevant stakeholders will most likely change on an 

object-by-object basis. It is possible that one object may have multiple groups that have 

an interest in its care. While this might be time-consuming, the museum should do its 

best to make sure all voices are heard, given the impact that difficult objects can have on 

individuals and stakeholder groups.

In sum, much can be learned from NAGPRA when considering difficult 

objects. By carefully considering definitions, assessing collections, and consulting with 

stakeholders, it will be much easier for museums to care for difficult items; over time, as 

has been the case with NAGRPA, museums will be better positioned to develop 

thoughtful procedures and policies for managing difficult objects

Conclusion #2: Museums Need to Develop Working Definitions of “Difficult”

Not every object will be difficult, but every object has the potential to be difficult. 

The majority of museums surveyed indicated they had potentially difficult and/or 

controversial items in their collections. An even larger percentage of museums indicated 

they did not have a definition for difficult objects. While several museums indicated 

having a “case-by-case” approach, there are several problems that go along with not 

having a concrete working definition in place.

First, every individual’s view of what counts as “difficult,” “controversial,” or 

“sensitive” is different. A person’s views will be impacted by their cultural and 

socioeconomic background, and as there is currently a push for diversity in museums, 

there are a wider range of backgrounds, viewpoints, and voices in the museum. There is
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also the issue of constantly shifting societal views of what is “difficult.” For example, 

several museums mentioned that they had racially insensitive objects in their collections, 

including objects that depict blackface. At the time of the objects’ creation, blackface was 

viewed as acceptable, while today it is viewed as racist. Finally, this lack of a working 

definition means that the museum has little reference for how to deal with any complaints 

from the public about difficult objects and will face challenges in developing any policy.

Overall, it might therefore be best to develop an initial “working” definition for 

“difficult” objects that is adaptable and can be updated as more is learned about a 

particular museum’s collection. As mentioned in the Discussion chapter, the various 

difficult objects the museums had in their collections fell into two categories:

“universally difficult” and “contextually difficult.” Universally difficult objects were 

defined as objects that would most likely be viewed as difficult regardless of the context 

they were placed in. Contextually difficult objects were defined as objects that museums 

would not display due to their meaning in specific contexts. This separation could serve 

as a starting point for developing a working definition for any potentially difficult objects 

managed by a museum.

Indeed, a helpful working definition for difficult objects in museums might have 

two components, where the first part defines “universally difficult” collections (even if 

such objects are unlikely to ever tx n  an individual museum’s collection), such as Nazi 

memorabilia, KKK memorabilia, racially insensitive objects, and human remains; and 

where the second part of the definition is contextual so that individual museums can 

decide what “nfficult” means in their specific context.

The utility of developing a working definition for difficult objects is that it will 

help guide refinement of the definition; will guide the management and possible 

accession of any such objects; and as outlined in more detail below, will supply an 

opportunity for community involvement.
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Conclusion #3: Museums Must Involve Communities in How Difficult Objects are 

Managed
Many communities are affected by difficult objects. If museums possess difficult 

objects, communities should also be able to voice how they believe such objects should 

be cared for, though this may require a shift in how some museums involve stakeholder 

groups in procedures internal to museums.

In that respect, the museum experience with NAGPRA is helpful to highlight 

here. NAGPRA requires museums with collections that are associated with a federally- 

recognized tribe to contact the tribe and to consult with them with regards to a potential 

repatriation (Malaro and DeAngelis 2012). For difficult objects, museums should adopt 

and expand upon this consultative approach and develop substantive interactions and 

communications with relevant community groups.

If a museum identifies any potentially difficult objects in its collection, the source 

community associated with those objects, if known, should be contacted, if appropriate to 

do so. The source community could offer insight not only into culturally-appropriate care 

for the object, but also additional information about the creation, history, and significance 

of the object. It is possible with this approach that the source community may ask for the 

objects to be returned, but compromises can usually be reached.

It should be acknowledged that it will not always be appropriate or possible to 

contact the source community of a difficult object. For example, while there are Neo- 

Nazi organizations, the original Nazi Party no longer exists, and even if it did, it would 

not be appropriate to contact them with regards to the care of Nazi memorabilia. In the 

cases of difficult objects that are linked to hate groups, depict or encourage violence 

against minorities, or are otherwise provocative, it would be more appropriate to contact 

the communities that would have been the target of the hate and violence. It is possible 

that these communities’ recommendations for the management of a difficult object will
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run counter to the museum’s approach, for example, as they may wish to have the object 

destroyed or never accessed or displayed, but these assessments must be considered by 

museums given the profession’s emphasis on public service and stewardship.

Working with communities also poses a number of issues for museums, such as 

what groups or individuals should be consulted, how museums decide to integrate any 

recommendations into how they manage difficult objects, and how much staff time can 

be devoted to community interactions. It is also possible that there will be differing 

opinions about the treatment of difficult objects, both within groups and between groups.

Such issues are not easily resolved, and in some cases, may require a deeper 

consideration by museums of how they involve community groups in the management of 

collections. In this respect, involving communities in how such objects are even defined 

can be very useful. While it also is not the museum’s responsibility to solve every 

conflict relating to an object in its collection, it must be well prepared before and during 

its work with communities and should expect and plan for resolving any disagreements. 

As a result, the museum should have a strong mission statement in place; a museum 

board that understands issues related to difficult objects; a staff that appreciates the 

challenges of outreach; and, to develop the best course of action with regards to the care 

and display of difficult objects, a collections management policy that recognizes the 

existence of difficult objects and supports a refinement of their definition.

Recommended Practices
Below, six brief recommendations concerning the management of difficult objects 

in museums are presented, followed by some concluding thoughts.

Recommendation #1: Develop a Working Definition

Each museum should determine what ‘difficult’ means for their institution. There may be 

a more general definition for ‘difficult’ and a definition more focused on the museum's
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specific collections, but museums should develop a working definition for difficult as a 

prelude to more formally assessing assess their collections for the existence of difficult 

objects.

Recommendation #2: Assess the Collections

After creating a working definition for difficult objects, the museum should determine 

what, if any items in the collection are potentially difficult. Such an assessment should 

involve museum records and a physical inspection and review of objects either as a 

prelude to or as part of work with community groups. Ideally, this assessment would be 

conducted by the collections manager, registrar, and/or any others whose p mary 

responsibility is the care of the collection.

Recommendation #3 Share Information

Any staff or volunteers that interact with the collection should be made aware of the 

existence of difficult items that the museum cares for. This does not necessarily include 

the exact locations of these objects but should include the knowledge that they might 

come across these objects during the course of their work. The museum might also 

consider labeling difficult objects in appropriate ways, such as on their housing materials 

or in their collections database.

Recommendation #4: Training

When relevant, staff should be trained about the existence, care, and challenges of 

managing difficult objects. This training could review any relevant federal or state laws 

relevant policies concerning access restrictions; the basics of successful community 

interactions in the context of collections; the museum’s current approach to managing 

difficult objects; and culturally-appropriate care, such as such as items that should only 

be handled by certain genders or housed or unpacked in specific ways.
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Recommendation #5: Consultation

Community groups with interests in difficult objects must be consulted. This may be 

time consuming, not only to identify and work with such groups, but to review and 

implement any recommendations. If the community is unknown, no longer exists, or is 

otherwise unable to offer suggestions, the most appropriate community group should be 

considered and potentially contacted.

Recommendation #6: Policy

Museums that manage difficult objects should integrate information about their care into 

policies and procedures, most notably collections management policies, and regularly 

update them. Museums should also carefully consider other policies affected by the 

presence of difficult objects in the museums, such as policies involving display or 

research access.

Concluding Thoughts

Given the major divisions that exist in the United States today, especially in how 

history is commemorated and recognized in the public sphere, it is important to consider 

the museum’s public service role.

Museums are stewards of collections. Stewardship involves a recognition that 

collections are held in trust for the benefit of the public, and further, that the legal, social, 

and ethical obligations that collections incur are recognized.

Difficult objects managed by museums clearly raise challenging issues for 

museums, not the least of which are recognizing that they even exist, as well as how to 

define them. But no matter how difficult objects are defined, objects with very troubling 

and powerful meanings are housed in museum collections. As a result, such objects must 

be managed ethically, wisely, and with the public service role of the museum in mind.
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During the course of this thesis it became clear that, while many people were 

concerned about difficult types of objects, very little research on their existence or their 

management in museums had actually been done. To truly serve the public, and to best 

steward the collections museums care for, it is time that the American museum 

community truly grapples with the issue of difficult objects; it is hoped that this thesis is 

an initial step in recognizing what can be characterized as their “silent stewardship.”
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A p p e n d ix  A :  S u rv e y

1. What of the following best describes your museum? (Please select one)
 Art __ Science/Natural History
 History __ Historic House/Site
 Anthropology  Other (Please Specify:________________________ )

2. What is the museum’s annual budget (Please select one)?
Less than $250,000 _$500,000-$1,500,000

_  $250,000-$500,000 _  More than $1,500,000

3. Where is this museum is the process of accreditation through AAM ? (please check all steps 
the museum has completed)

 Membership __ Pledge of Excellence
 Core Document Verification  Accreditation

4a. Who in your museum is responsible for developing the museum’s Collections Management 
policy? (Please check all that apply)

 Collections Manager __ Board
 Registrar __ Curator(s)
 Director __ Other (Please Specify:________________________ )

4b. Who in your museum is responsible for approving the museum’s Collections Management 
policy? (Please check all that apply)

 Collections Manager __ Board
 Registrar __ Curator(s)
 Director __ Other (Please Specify: )

5. How recently was the museum’s Collections Management Policy updated?
 Within the last year __ 1-2 years ago
 3-4 years ago __ 5+ years ago

6. Are there any objects in the collection that the museum will not display due to the potential for 
controversy?

 Yes________________________________________________________________________________
 No

7. Are there any objects in the collection that the museum will not loan due to the potential for 
controversy?

 Yes________________________________________________________________________________
 No

8a. Are there any objects in the collection that researchers .are not allowed to access because of 
their potential for controversy?

 Yes______________________________________________________________________________ __
No
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8b. Are there any objects in the collection that the public is not allowed to access because of 
their potential for controversy?

 Yes________________________________________________________________________________
 No

9. Are there any objects in the collection that are not put on the m useum s’ online 
catalog/website due to the potential for controversy?

_ Y e s _________________________________________________________________________________
 No
 Museum does not have online catalog

10. Are any objects in the collection stored in a special way (ex. separately from the main 
collection; in sDecial locked cabinets) specifically because of their potential for controversy?

 Yes________________________________________________________________________________
 No

11a. Are there any items that the museum has decided not to accession because of their 
potential for controversy?

 Yes
 No

11b. When accessioning objects, is there a formal or informal procedure in place for assessing if 
an object is difficult/controversial?

 Yes, formal_________________________________________________________________________
 Yes, informal________________________________________________________________________
 No

12. Are there any items the museum has deaccessioned because of their potential for 
controversy?

 Y e s ________________________________________________________________________________
 No

13. Are there any special protocols or procedures the staff must follow when caring for any 
potentially difficult objects?

 Yes________________________________________________________________________________
 No ~

14. Is there any special training staff must undergo before caring for any potentially 
difficult/controversial objects?

 Y e s ________________________________________________________________________________
 No "

15. Are volunteers allowed to care for potentially difficult objects?
 Yes

No
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16. Does the museum have a formal or informal definition for ‘difficult/controversial items’? 
_  Yes, formal_____________________________________________________________________

Yes, informal

 No

17. According to the above definition and/or the definition given in the survey cover letter does 
the museum have any potentially difficult/controversial objects in its collection?

 Yes________________________________________________________________________
NO

18. Please feel free to share any additional comments in how your museum identifies and 
manages controversial/difficult objects:
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Appendix B: AAM Standard for Archaeological Material and Ancient Art

AAM Board of Directors. (2008, July). Archaeological Material and An< ent Art.
Retrieved October 2, 2018, from https://www.aam-us.org/programs/ethics- 
standards-and-professional-practices/archaeological-material-and-ancient-art/ 

Archaeological Material and Ancient Art
lb  promote pttolic trust and eccocntabrfty tor U.S. i r u u u n  the Aftance offers the toAowtng g uideline to gMde 
the operato r *  of m u se u m  that own or acqu re  archaeotagcsi material and a n c e n t art ongtnaUng outside the 
United Statev

CoU*ctions Policy

M u seu m  s t a i d  to v e  a  pLbkcty avakefefe eokecton* policy M ttn g  out the nsututlon's standards tor 

provenance concerning new acqusiU m s of archaeological material and an een f art.

Now  Acquisitions

M useum  atoMd

•  Rigorously research tfie provenance of an o b * c t poor to acqum ton

•  Make a  concerted effort to obtain a c tu a te  written d ocunentabon  vrfth respect to the hatory of the 
otyect. n d bdm g  export and  enport documents, and

•  Retyare setters donors, and then representatives to  provide all av a iab e  tnformabon and documentabon.

Museums must comply with al applcable U S  Ian inctoding treat** and m temabonal corwenbons of which the 
U.S. a  a parly, governing ownership and t« e , import and other issues crtUcai to acg ia ibon s decisions.

Beyond th e  requram ents of U S  law m useums should not acquire any object that, to the  fcnowtodga of the 
museum, has been Begaty exported from Its country of m odern discovery or the country where A was last 

legafy owned.

In addition, the AAance rec om m ends that m u se u m  requre d o cum en ta to r that the obyeci was out of Its 
prcfcabSe country of m odem  discovery by Novem ber T7, 197Q the date on which the U K  SCO Convention on 
the M eans of ProhrbWng and Preventing the to u t import. Export, and Transfer of O w n an h p  of CiAturai Property 
was signed.

fo r objects exported from me# c o u try  of modern dncovery after November f7. 1970, the Alienee rec ommends 

that m useums rer*i#e docum entabon that the object has been  or wM b e  fegaky exported tram Its c o u try  of 
modem  discovery, and tegaby imported into the United States.

The A R ancerecogrues that there are c ases in wtech fl may be in the  pitokc's ktterest tor a m useum to aetto## 
an  abject thus bringing It #ito ffw puM c dumam, when there is substantial but not ful d ocunentabon  that The 
provenance m eets the contM cns ouOned above. ■ a museum a ccepts material in such c a s e s ,» ah tx id  be 
transparent about why th s  a  an  appropriate d eoston  n  akgrvnent wtth the ra tttu tio n s tottecbons pokey and 

applicable  eWecal codes.

Existing Collsctionr

In order to advance f u lh e r  research, pubkc trust, and accoudaM Ky r ru s e u m  should make avafabie the luw an 
o w n en h p  hsto ry  of archaeotofpcai material and a n aen l art n  th e r  cotections, and make serious efforts to 
akoeate t#ne and funding to  conduct re search on obtects where provenance is mcomptete or uncertan.
M useum  may ccntkeje to respect m y res ts  tor anonymky by donors.

Claims
M useum  s to l id  respectfully and dhgenOy a d d e ts  ownership claims to arrtJeuite* and archaeotogftcai m atonci 
Each claim, whetfwr based  on e thca l or legal considerabara, s t a i d  be considered on Its own merits.

When appropriate and reasonably practical, museums s t a i d  seek to resokre d a k ra  through voluntary 

discussions d recdy  with a clam ant or tacbLaied by a third party.

F iduciary  RssponsfclUtlss

Members of the board, staff, and voknteers who participate m the acqusdton and m anagem ent of the 
coBacb ans  should be knowtedgeabie concerning the legal ccrrpkanc* requirements and ethical s tandards tha t 
pertain to antiquAws and archaeological m atereto as well as the  c okeetng  p ekoes and d bdoaure  p ractices of 
th e m u s e u n

Approved. July 200ft, AAM  Board of IMractars

https://www.aam-us.org/programs/ethics-
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Appendix C: AAM Standards for Unlawful Appropriation of Objects During the
Nazi Era

AAM Board of Directors. (2001, April). Unlawful Appropriation of Objects
During the Nazi Era. Retrieved from https://www.aam-us.org/programs/ethics-
standards-and-professional-practices/unlawful-appropriation-of-obiects-during-
the-nazi-era/
Unlawful Appropriation of Objects During the 
Nazi Era
Tha area of collections stewardship »  of such sensitivity and hgh Importance that it ha* separate standards 

and best-pr actiee statements regarding a museum's obligations These statements tare been promulgated by 

the field to provide guidance to museums in tuff king thee pubkc bust responstodties.

Introduction
From the time it came into power n  1933 through the end of World War u m 1945, the Nail re^me orchestrated 

a system of theft, confiscation, coercive transfer, looting, pa age, and dastmction of objects of art and other 

cultij'af property m Europe on a massive and unprecedented scale. MAtona of such objects were irtawfuly and 

often forcibly taken from their rigNfii owners, who nduded private dtizens, nctm s of the Holocaust pubkc 

and private museums and galeries; and refgious, educational, and other restitutions

in recent years, pubkc awareness of the etterK and wgnificance of Nazi looting of cultural property has grown 

sigmffcantty The Mierican museun community, the American A Ranee of Museums (the AJkanee), and the 

international Coundl of Museums (ICOM) are commrtted to continuity identifying and mpiementng the hipest 

standard of legal and ethical practices. The Attance recognizes that the atrocities of the Na2i era demand that ft 

spedhcatfy address ths topic m an effort to guide American museums as they strive to acheve ewcelence n  

ethical museun practice.

The AAance Board of Directors and the C O M  Board formed a loint worfcng group in January 1999 to study 

issues of a J i ir e t  property and to make recorrfrendations to the boards for action. The report that resumed 

from the initial meeting of the Joint Worsting Group on Cirtural Property included the recommendation that the 

Aliance and ICOM offer gudance to a&sat rruseuns n  addvsung the problems of obiects that were unlawfully 

appropriated doing the Nazi era without subsequent restitution I.e., return of the object or payment of 

compensation to the obtect’s onglnaJ owner or legal successor).

The efforts of the Worfcng Group were greatly Informed by the important work on the topic that had gone 

before, to particular, three documents served as a starting point for the Aliance gudelnes. and pcrtions of 

them have been incorporated rrto this document. These indude: fleport o f  the AAMD  Task Force on the 

5Po*aaon of Art dbrtog the N oa/W orkt WarfE/a f1 9 3 3 -1945); /COM flecornmendlaPons Concerning the flefum 

o f  Works of Art Botongm g to  Jewish Owners, and IttasAngfon Conference Prmcpies on ttazf-Approprtafed 

Art released m connection wah the Washington Conference on Holocaust-Era Assets co-hosted by the U.S  

Department of State and the Urirted States Holocaust Memorial Museum.

The Presidential Advisory Commas* n on Holocaust Assets in the United States IPCHA) was created in Jm e  

199B to study and report to the president on issues relating to Holocaust victims' assets m the United States,

The Alfcance and the Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD) worked w*h the PCHA to estabfcsh a 

standard for dsdbsure of collections information to aid in the identification and dscovery of unfMrfuty 

appropriated obiects that may be in the custody of museums, to January 2001, the PCHA issued its final report, 

which incorporated the agreed standard for dsdosure and recommended the creation of a searctabte central 

regrtiry of the Information m useum  dactose in accordance with the new standard. The Alliance and AAMD 

agreed to support the recommendation, and these gudekoes tare been amended to reflect the agreed 

standard for dsdosure of Information.

FnaAy, the A Ranee and ICOM acknowledge the tremendous efforts that were made by the Abed forces and 

governments followtog World War II to return obiects to their countries of origin and to ongmal owners. Much of 

the cJturai property that was unlawftby appropriated was recovered and returned, or owners received 

compensation. The A Ranee and C O M  take pride in the fact that members of rive American museum cemnrmtity 

are uedrty recognoed to have been instrumental m the success of the post-war restitution effort. Today, the 

resporafcrfity of the museum community is to strive to identity any material for w hch restitution was never 

made.

https://www.aam-us.org/programs/ethics-


General Principles
The Alkance, ICOM, end the American museum community ere comm tied lo contnually ideotTyrig and 

achieving the highest standard of legal and etfecal collections stewardship practices. The Alance's Code ot 

Ethics lor Museums states that the 'stewardship of refections entails the highest public trust and carries with r 

the presumption of rightful ownership, permanence care, documentation, accesalbKy, and responsible 
disposal"

When faced with the pusability that an ufeecl in a museum's custody rraght have been tn  lawfully appropriated 

as part of the abhorrent practices of the Nap regime, the museum's responsibility to pracbce etfecal 

stewardship is paramount. Museums should develop and implement pofacies and practices that address this 

issue in accordance with these guidelines.

These guidelines are mended to assist museums in addressing issues relating to obiects that may have been 

uni awfully appropriated during the Naa era 11933-19451 as a result ot actions In furtherance of the Holocaust 

or that were taken by the Nazn or thee cotaborators. For the purposes at these gudefanes, objects that were 

acqiired through theft, confiscation, coercive transfer or other methods of wronghJ expropriation may be 

considered to have been urtlawfuly appropriated, depend n g  on the specific circumstances.

In order to aid m the Identification and dscovery of unlawful fy appropriated obiects that may be In the custody 

of museums, the PCHA, AAMD, and the Alance haw agreed that museums shotAd strive fad: (1) identity all 
ofeects n  their col lections that were created before 1946 and acquired by the museum after 1932, that 

underwent a change of ownership between 1932 and 1946, and than were or mght reasonably be thougyM to 

have been ccntnentai Europe between those dates (hereafter, 'covered objects"!; (2j make Currently 

available obyect and provenance (history of ownershp) information on those ofeeds accessible, and (3| gut 
priority to continuing provenance research as resowces rtow The Alance, AAMD, and PCHA also agreed that 

the initial focus ot research shoJd be European pan trigs and Judaea.

Because of d e  Internet's global accessibility, museums are encouraged to expand online access to collection 

information that could aid In the discovery ot obiects unlawtUly appropriated during the Nadi era without 

subsequent restitution.

The Alkance and COM  acknowledge that diking World War H and the years fdowing the end of the war. much 

of the information needed to estabtsh provenance and prove ownership was dispersed or lost. In determining 

whether an object may have been tnlawfuly appropriated wAhout restitution, reasonable consideration should 
be given to gaps or ambiguities in provenance n  light of the passage of ume and the or cum stances of the 

Holocaust era. The Aliance and ICOM support efforts to make archives ant other resources more accessible 

and to establish databases that help track and organize nformatton

The Alkance urges museums to handle questions of provenance on a case-by-case basis In light ot the 

complexity of tfes problem. Museums should work lo produce Information that wtl help to clarity the status of 
ofeects with an wicertan Nazl-era provenance. Where competing ntcrests may arise, museums should strive 

to foster a cfamate ot cooperation, reconoiiaMon, and commonalty of purpose.

The Alkance affirms that museims act n  the pubkc interest when acqurtng. exhibiting and studyng ofeects. 

These guidelines are intended to tactuate the desire and abiXyof museums to act ethlcaly and lawfiify as 
stewards of the ofeects In ther care, and should not be interpreted to place an undue burden on the abdty of

museums to actxeve ther mourns.
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i Acquisition!;
R Is the A lance's position that r r u s e im  shook} lake ail reasonable steps to resolve the Naz*-era provenance 

status of objects before acqurtng them for their eoftections— whether by purchase, g t l ,  bequest or exchange.

• Standard research on ot^ects being considered for acqusrtion should rtsdude a request that the seAers, 

donors or estate enecutors offering an object provide as much provenance Information as they have 

avaAab*e, vMh particular regard to the Nazi era.

• Where the Naz»-era provenance ts incomplete or l#i certain for a proposed acqursrtkn, the museum should 

consider what additional research w oiid  be prudent or necessary to resolve the N a * -«ra  provenance 

status of the object before acquatng it  Such research may Involve consulting appropriate sources of 

information, inducing svarfatte records and outsade databases that track information c oncer rang 

unlawfully appropriated objects.

• In the absence of evidence of mlavrfiJ appropriation without subsequent restitution, the museum may 

proceed with the acquisition.

• Currently available object and provenance nformauon about any covered object should be made public as 

soon as practicable after the ac quart ion

• If credfcie evidence of unlawful appropriation without subsequent restitution a  discovered, the museum 

should notify the doner, seAer or estate executor of the nature of the evidence and should not proceed 

with the acquisition of the Object until u k n g  further action to resolve these issues. Oep cn dn g on the 

ctfcumstances of the particular case, prudent or necessary actions may include eonaiJOng with qualified 

legal coinsei and notifying other interested parte* of the museum's fndmgs

• The Alkance acknowledges that utder certain circumstances acquisition of objects with uncertan 

provenance may reveal further information about the object and may facltate the possfcte resolution of Its 

status, t i  such caxumstances, the museum may choose to proceed with the acquisition after determining  

that it would be lawfii, appropriate and prudent and provided that curendy available object and 

provenance nforrrwtion is made pibkc as soon as practicable after the acquoitkn.

• Museums stauU  document then research into the Nazi-era provenance of acquartkms.

• Consistent with current practice in the museum field, mu*e\#ns should publish, dspiay or cfherwwe make 

accessible recent gifts, bequests and purchases, thereby making ail acquisitions avafabie for further 

research, examnation and pubkc review and a cco untably

Loans
• R is the Alienee's position that in ther role as temporary custodians of objects on loan, museums should 

be aware of ther ettrcal responstxffiy to consider the status of material they borrow as well as the 

posstslity of damns being brought aganst a loaned object in ther custody.

• Standard research on objects being considered for incom ng loan should include a request mat lenders 

prowde as much provenance information as they have ava*ab*e, wAh particular regard to the Nazi era.

• Where the Nazi-era provenance is incomplete or in  certain tor a proposed loan, the museum should 

consider what additional research would be prudent or necessary to resolve the Naz»-era provenance 

status of the object before borrowng R.

• In the absence of evidence of unlawtU appropriation without subsequent restitution, the m usetm  may 

proceed with the loan.

• If credble evidence of unlawful appropriation without subsequent restitution ts dacovered, the museum 

should notify the lender of the nature of the evidence and should not proceed with the loan in t i  ufcng  

further action to clarify these ssues. Depeodng cn the circumstance* of the particular case, prudent or 

necessary actions may include consulting w*h qualified legal counsel and notifying other interested 

parties of the museum's fndngs.

• The Alkance acknowledges that n  certain circumstances pubkc exhlMion of objects wfth uncertan 
provenance may reveal further information about the object and may facltate the resolution ot its status. 

In such crcumstanees, the m usetm  may choose to  proceed with the loan after determining that It would 

be lawfii and prudent and provided that the aval able provenance about the object n  made pub He.

• M useuns shotid document then research rko the N az-era  provenance of loans.

Existing Collections
R is the A la n ce ’s position that muses*ns should make serous efforts to atiocate time and fundng to conduct 

research on covered objects n  their collections whose provenance is incomplete or uncertan. Reoogmzng that 

resources avaAaUe for the often lengthy and arduous process of provenance research are limited, museums 

should estabteh priorities, taking n to  consideration avaJatfe resources and the nature of thw colections
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Research
• Museums shotAd identify covered objects n  their cotlectons and make public currently avaiable object 

and provenance tnformaton.

• Museums shotid review the covered ofcyects in their coWecbom to rtentify those whose char actertsbcs or 
prevenance suggest that research be conducted to determine whether they may have been untawftriy 

appropriated dinng the Na2> era without subservient restitution.

• In undertaking provenance research, museums should search their own records thoroughly and, when 

necessary, contact establshed archives, databases, art dealers, auction houses, donors, scholars, and 
researchers who may be able to provide Nazi-era provenance Information.

• Museums shotJd n  cor por ate Nazl-era provenance research into then standard research on collection*.

• When seefcng finds tor applicable exhbrtion or ptbkc programs research, museums are eneouaged to 

incorporate Nazi-era provenance research into ther proposals. Oependng on Iher parte Ja r  
ercumstances, museums are also encouraged to pursue special t undmg to undertake Nazi-era 

provenance research.

• Museums shotAd document then research M o  the N a je ra  provenance ot objects n  their coAecbons.

Discovery of Evidenes of Unlawfully Appropriated Objects
• If credMe evidence of untawtut appropnatkm without subsequent restitiAlon e  Recovered throu^v 

research, the museum ahoiAd take prudent and necessary steps to resolve the status of the object, m 
consultation with qualified legal counsel. Such steps should include making such information cub be and, if 

posstte, notifying pot en tol dasmarts.

• In the event that conclusive evidence of unlawful appropriation without subsequent restitution a  found but 

no vabd dawn of ownership a  made, the museum should take prudent and necessary seeps to addes* the 
situation, in consolation with qiaCfled legal counsel. These steps may ndude retaining the object m the 

codec ton or otherwise disposing of A.

• The Alkance acknowledges that retaining an unclaimed object that may have been uniawfiAy appropriated 

without subsequent restitution allows a museum to continue to care for, research and exhbit the uhect lor 
the benef* of the widest possAAe aubence and provides the opportunity to inform the pibitc about the 

object's history, ft the museum retains such an object n  Its collecbon, it should acknowledge the object's 

history on labels and ptisUcattons.

Claims of Ownership
• It Is the AJunce's posAton that museums shotid address claims of ownership asserted n  connection with 

ofeects n  their ctatody openly, seriously, responsively and with respect for the dignity of dl parties 

involved- Each claim should be consrtered on as own meres.

• Museums shotid review promptly and thoroughly a d a m  that an object in As celection was unlawfuky 

appropriated dtalng the Nazi era wither sutaaeqjent restitution

• tn addition to conducting ther own research, museums shotid request evidence of ownership from the 

claimant n  order to assist in detemw ing the provenance of the object

• If a museum determne* that an object m its colection was untawfuMy appropriated diring the Naz. era 

without subsequent restitution, the rrfcrsetm should seek to resolve the matter with the claimant in an 

eqiitabie, appropriate and rrptuaHy agreeable manner

• If a museum receives a claim that a borrowed object n  its custody was unlaw ful appropriated wAhcut 
subsequent restitution, A shotid promptly notdy the lender and shotid comply with ts legal obAgabons as 

temporary custodian of the object in coraiAatlon wah quaffed legal counsel.

• When appropriate and reasonably practical, museums shotid seek methods other than Mbgabon I such as 

medutionl to resolve dam s that an object was unlawfuty appropriated d uing  the Nazi era wAhout 
subsequent restitution.

• The Alkance acknowledges that n  order to achieve an equAabie and appropriate resohAton of dam s, 

museums may elect to waive certan available defenses.

Fiduciary Obligations

Museums affirm that they hold their collections n  The pubkc trust when undertaking the acuvfes Isted above.

Then stewardshp dubes and their responsibJJUes to the pt£Ac they serve reqiire that any deosem to acqure,

borrow, or dispose of objects be taken onfy after the completion of appropriate steps and careful con&derabon.

• Toward this end, museuns should devHop pokcies and practices to address the issues discussed n  these 

gudeines.

• Museums shotid be prepared to respond appropriately and promptly to pubic and meda nqune*.
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Appendix D: AAM Code of Ethics for Museums
American Alliance of Museums. "Code of Ethics for Museums." Code of Ethics
for Museums. 1991. Accessed January 29, 2018. http://aam- 
us.org/resources/ethics-standards-and-best-practices/code-of-ethics.
AAM Code of Ethics for Museums
Adopted 1993 by The AAM Board of Directors and amended in 2000

Ptew t  note that the Code ot Ethics (o r M u M tirm  reference s the A m e r ic a n  AiM ctetton  of Museums 

{A A M ), now ceded the American AManee of Museums.

EtNcai codes evolve r  response to ehangng eondlkms, values and ideas. A professorial code of etries must, 

therefore, be peruxfccaliy updated. It must also rest Lpon widely shared values. Although the operating 

environment of museums grows more cample* each year. the root value for museums, the tie that connects all 

of us together despite our dverstty, a  the commitment to serving people, both present and future generations.

This v e t*  guided the creation of and remains the moat fundamental principle in the toCowing Coda of Etries for 

Museums.

Code of Ethics for Museums
Museums make thee unique contribution to the pubkc by cottecting, preserving and interpreting the t rings of 

tria world. Hstoneaify, they have owned and used natural objects, ta n g  and nonliving, and aH manner of human 

artifacts to advance knowledge and noirlsh the human tptaL Today, the range of thee speoal interests reflects 

the scope of human vison. Their missions indude cotiecting and preservng, as wek as exhibiting and edueatng 

with materials not only owned but also borrowed and fabricated for these ends. Their numbers n dude both 

governmental and private museums of anthropology, art history and natural history, aquariums, arboreta, art 

centers, botanical gardens, chAdren's museums hstone sites, nature centers, planetarium* science and 

technology centers, and 200s. The museum universe in The United States includes both colecting and non- 

cotiecting Institutions. Although dverse n  their missions, they have n  c omm on their nonprofit form of 

organization and a commitment of service to the public. Their colections and/or the objects they bcrrow or 

fabricate are the basis for research, exribits. and programs that invite pubkc particjMtion.

Tafcen as a whole, museum collection* and exhibition materials represent the world's natural and cJturai 

common wealth. As stewards of that wealth, museums are compelled to advance an understanding of alt natuaf 

forms and of the human experience. It is encumbent on museums to be resources for humankind and ** a i ther 

activities to foster an informed appreciation of the rch  and drverse world we have inherited ti a  also incumbent 

upon them to preserve that inheritance for posterity.

Museums n  the United SUtes an? grounded in the tradtion of pubkc seme* They are orgarued as public 

trusts, holding their collections and Information as a benefit for those they were established to serve. Members 

of thee governing authority, employees and volunteers are c emmet ed to the interests of these beneficiaries.

The taw prowdes the be sc framework for museum operations. As nonprofit institutions, museums comply with 

applicable local, state, and federal laws and international conventions, as well as with the specific legal 

standards governing trust responsibbties This Code ot Etrics for Museums takes that compkance as g rim . BtA 

legal standards are a mrwnum. Museums and those rwponsfcte for them must do more than avoid legal kabtitey. 

they must take affirmative steps to mwnLjrt their Integrity so as to warrant pubkc confidence. They must act 

not only Legaty but afeo etricaily. This Code of Etrics for Museums, therefore, outlines ethical standards that 

frequently exceed legal mnenums.

Loydty to the mission of the museum and to the public ft serves a  the essence of museum work, whether 

volunteer or paid. Where conflicts of interest arise— actual, potential or perceived the cfcity of loyafty must 

never be compromised. No ndivkfc** may use his or her position n  a museum for personal gam or to benefit 

another at the expense of the museum, its mission, As reputation and the society it serves.

For museums, public service is paramount. To affirm that ethic and to elaborate Its application to thee 

governance, collections and programs, the American Association of Museums promulgates this Code of Ethics 

for Museums. In subscribng lo this code, museums assume responsibtity for the actions of members of ther 

governing authority, employees and volunteers in the performance of m useurwelated duties. Museums, 

thereby, affirm their chartered purpose, ensure the prudent application of ther resources, enhance their 

effectiveness and mamtan pubkc confidence. This colective endeavor strengthen s museum work and the 

contrbution* of museums to society— present and futire.

http://aam-
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Governance
Museum governance in Re various forms Is a public trust responwbte tor the institution s service to society. The 

governing authority protects and enhances the museum's cotiections and programs and Its physical, human and 

financial resotrces. It ensures that all these resources support the museum's maaron, respond to the piuallsm 

of society and respect the diversity of the natural and aiTixal common wealth.

Thus, the governing authority ensures that:

• a* those who work tor or on behalf of a museum understand and export its m s o n  and pt*Hc trust 

responsfalitie*

• its members understand and fulfil their trusteeship and act corporately, not as individuals

• the museum's coiectiona and programs and its physical, human and financial resources are protected, 

maintained and developed in sieport of the museum's mission

• it ts responsive to and represents the interests of society

• it mamtans the relation she with staff m which shared roles are recogrwed and separate responsibilities 

respected

• working retotionshps among trustees, employees and volunteers are based on equity and mutual reaped

• professional standards and practices nfomn and pade museum operations

• poioes are articulated and prudent oversight e  practiced

• governance promotes the public good rather than individual financial gan.

Collections
The datlnetiwe character of museum ethics derives from the ownership, care and use of objects, specimens, 

and Bvtng collections representing the world's natual and cultural common wealth Thrs stewardship of 

collections entails the highest public trust and carries with it the presumption of rightful ownershp, 

permanence, care, documentation, acces&fciHty and re s p o n s e  daposal

Thus, the museum ensues that:

• collections in as custody fe^port as rrvsaion and public trust resporvsibiMes

• oottectons in is  custody are lavtfuty held, protected, secure, unencumbered, cared for and preserved

• ejections in is  custody are accounted for and documented

• access to the collections and related information is permit ed and reguMed

• acquisition, dbposal, and loan activities are conducted n  a manner that respects the protection and 

preservation of natuaf and cultural resources and discourages i licit trade n  such materials

• acquisition, disposal, and loan activities conform to its m ason and public trust responsbHrbes

• disposal of cotectkms through sale, trade or research activities is solely for the advancement of the 

museum's mission. Proceeds from the sale of nonliving cotections are to be used consistent with the 

established standards of the miaeum's dscpfne, but in no event shaH they be used for anything other 

than acquisition or drect care of collections

• the unque and speael nature of human remans and funerary and sacred objects e> recognized as the 

basa of al decisions concerning such coiections

• coflections-related activities promote the txniic good rather than ndivtdudl fnanctd gan

• competing damns of ownership that may be asserted n  connection with objects n  its custody should be 
handted openly, senousty, responsively and with respect tor the dtgnay of <4 parties involved.

Programs
Museums serve society by advancng an under starring and appreciation of the natural and cultuial common 

wealth through exhibitions, research, scholarship, puMcations and educational activities. These programs 

fiather the museum's mission and are responsive to the concerns, interests and needs of society.

Thus, the museum ensues that.

• programs support its mission and pubkc trust responsJbNbes

• programs are founded on scholarship and marked by intellectual integrity

• programs are accessfcle and encourage participation of the widest possible audience consistent with As

mission and resources

• programs respect ptuafotic values, tradtions and concerns

• reverue-produong activities and activities that rtvofve retationsh^is wAh external entities are compattfe 

with the museum's mission <nd support its pubkc trust respomiMtw*

• programs promote the public good rather than ndividuai financial gan.
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Promulgation
This Code at Ethics tor Museums was adopted by the Board at Directors ot the American Association ot 
Musewns on November 12,1993 and revised -  2000. The AAM Board at Dr errors recommends that each 
ncnprottt museum member of the American Association at Museums adopt and promulgate its separate code 

at ethics, applying the Code ot Ethics tor Musewns to its own nstitutional setting.

A Committee on Ethics, nomnated by the presdenl of the AAM and confirmed by Hie Soard of Directors wil be 
charged with two responsibMies:

* estabhshing programs ot Information, education and assistance to gude museums in developing their own 
codes of ettaes

• renewing the Code ot Ethics tor Museums and periodicady recommending refnements and tensions to 
the Board >f Directors.

Afterword
Each nonprofit museum member of the American Association ot Museums should subscrbe to the AAM Code 

at Ethics tor Museums Subsequently, these museums should set about tranmg their own nstitutional codes ot 
ethics, which should be n  conformance with the AAM code and should expand on' "hrough the elaboration of 
speclte practices This recommendation is made to these member institutions In the belief that engaging the 
governing authority, start and votunteers n  applying the AAM code to nstitutonal settings wil simulate the 
devetopment and maintenance of sound pobeies and procedues necessary to understanding and ensuring 
ethical behavior by Institutions and by ail who work lor them or on then behalt

The Code of Ettwes for Museums serves the n  I crests of museums, ther constituencies, and society. The 
pumary goaf of AAM is to encourage Institutions to regulate the etftcal behavior ot members ot ther governing 
authority, employees and volunteers. Formal adoption ot an institutional code promotes hn^er and more 
consistent etheal standards.
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Appendix E: AAM Recommended Procedures for Providing Information to 
the Public about Objects Transferred in Europe during the Nazi Era

American Association of Museums. "AAM Recommended Procedures for 
Providing Information to the Public about Objects Transferred in Europe during 
the Nazi Era." AAM: Hot Topics. May 2.2001. Accessed January 29,2018.
http://www.aam-us.org/procedure nazi.htm.
Recommended Procedures for Providing Information 
to the Public about Objects Transferred in Europe 
during the Nazi Era

Introduction
These recommended procedtxes nave oeen tomutaed oy tne Arenoan Aianoe or Museums pureuart 
to ar ayeement reacted n October 2030 between the Aliance ihe Association of Art tAiseum Otrecm 
aawcu ana me Ptesideraa AiMsory Commls&cn or Holocaust Assets nme united Sates (PCHA). 

The PCHA was creaed in June 1988 to study and report to the Preedert on tssue6reabng to Haocaust 
vtotms 3ssets In tne Uined Sales.

Provisions of the Agreement
Under th6 agreement me oartes concurred ai on me desraomy of eaipanoed ontne access to miceim 
caecittn lacrnann that ooua ad n the dsccvery a coeds unlar/tuty aoofofralea drlng me Nazi 
era. (b) or me need to Ktertny the categories a  objects for Which trite ntomatlon snotifl be made 
aval able and (c) toward those ends, mat every musetir should:

1) Identtry at objects in Its ootectlcn mat were creaed before 1946 and mat It acquired ater 1932, ma 
underwent a change a ownersnio between 1932 and 1946, and mas were a  nugtt reasonably be thought 
to nave beer n contmerta Europe between those dates thereafter, 'covered objects*!. In tne event tha a 
museum 6 unable to determine whether an object creaed Defare 1946 and aoqtfred after 1932 (a) mgtit 
have been in cortlnenta Europe Detween 1932 and 1S46 am1 or {by underwent a change a  ovneromo 
duhrq ma period, it shotid sat oe treaed as a covered object

2) wate current) avalabe object and proverance instrxy a  ownetstnpi nfamaton about covered 
coeds accesa Ue on tne; and

$ Gh« iaaniy to continuing prevenance research on those objects as resources acw.

i

http://www.aam-us.org/procedure
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Museuns shoud strve to proude tne 2C categories of Irttrmatttr listed aoove either ir tne* ortne 
collection information or n ther p d f  ne6.

D) Searching r e  Porta
When a seam s conduced, tne Porta mi return tne regtsry irftmatlor nor at oCjects Tat matai me 
seavon crterta and either 3 fnssto me Wee site of each museum mere more Information aaout rese 
ooects can oe tmnd or (B) itnts to each PDF me mat concans mote mrormawn aoout these ccjecs

The Alliance wW employ an enhanced search facltty developed Oy the Getty based on the Union List of 
Artist SameeS to Increase me preoslon and recall of searches on the arts! name ay acoommooatng 
.ar cus spellings arc Tatng tne seanrer aware of related arras and arhsts *no share the same name

Commitment of the Alliance
Because of r e  uge<t reed ® creae a search tool for cowered coeds, the AUlance has arrrrtted to 
deveawng and managng the Portal tor rree years However, n  recognlton that a project or this 
technological compart) tais outside tne range of the Allance's customary actf.mes and sen-ces. atter 
three years the Aliance turn seen Do tanster the project to a more appropxtate argarizaDon.
To address any issues ra t may arise regarding me Portal, the Aliance yril estatttsn ar Independent 
ccmrrtss.cn to gude this effort. Ths independent corrrl6s.cn nil oe appointed ay me Aliance Board of 
Orectors ard m i  include t u s s u t  prore6slonas and experts horn outside tne museum had GgnTfcantly 
mr me museum commurity. claimants, and researchers tKerMslonedratreccmmis6*xi mi continue 
When re  porta stransflenred to 3norer organization
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Appendix F: Exhibit Envoy-Unmentionable
Envoy, E. (n.d.). Unmentionable: The Indiscreet Stories of Artifacts. Retrieved 
October 1,2018, from
http://exhibitenvov.Org/OurExhibits/tabid/l 10/ID/40/Unmentionable The Indiscr 
eet Stories of Artifacts.aspx
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Appendix G: Guggenheim Statement
Guggenheim. (2017, September 26). Statement Regarding Works in "Art and 
China after 1989: Theater of the World". Retrieved from
https://www.guggenheim.org/press-release/works-in-art-and-china-after-1989-
theater-of-the-world

BACK TO  PRESS RELEA5ES

Statement Regarding Works in “A rt and 
China after 1989: Theater of the 
W orld”
Out o f  concern for the safety of its staff, visitors, and participating arcists, the 

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum has decided against showing the an  works 

Dogs That Cannot Touch Each Other (2003), Theater o f the World (1995), and A  

Case Study o f  Transference (1994) in its upcoming exhibition A rt and China after 

1080: Theater o f the World. Although these works have been exhibited in museums 

in Asia, Europe, and chc United States, the Guggenheim regrets that explicit and 

repeated threats o f violence have made our decision necessary. As an arts 

institution committed to presenting a multiplicity o f  voices, we arc dismayed that 

we must withhold works o f art. Freedom of expression has always been and will 

remain a paramount value o f the Guggenheim.

###

#1499
September 25, 10 1 7

https://www.guggenheim.org/press-release/works-in-art-and-china-after-1989-
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Appendix H: Hayward Area Historical Society

HAHS. (n.d.). Unmentionable: The Indiscreet Stories of Artifacts. Retrieved 
February 25,2018, from http://www.havwardareahistory.org/unmentionable/
U N M E N T I O N A B L E  THE IN D ISC R EET STORIES OF ARTIFACTS

A P R I L  5 T H R O U G H  O C T O B E R  2 9 .  2 017

This origin.;, exhibition explores topics and artifacts that we, as a society, find uncomfortable to talk 

about. Topics cover everything from racial discrimination to lifestyle choices to politics and personal 

adornment.

"Home." Hayward Area Historical Society. Accessed February 25,2018.
http://www.havwardareahistory.org/.

Your s tory  is o u r  story.

http://www.havwardareahistory.org/unmentionable/
http://www.havwardareahistory.org/
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Appendix I: Smithsonian Article about Controversial Guggenheim Exhibit

Katz, B. (2017, September 28). What to Know About the Controversy 
Surrounding the Chinese Art Exhibit Coming to the Guggenheim. Retrieved from
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/questions-animal-crueltv-artistic- 
freedom-swirl-over-guggenheim-exhibit-180965045/

SMARTNEWS Keeping yuu current

W hat to Know About the Controversy S u r
rounding the Chinese A rt Exhibit Com ing 
to the Guggenheim

«MT

L
anna

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/questions-animal-crueltv-artistic-
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Appendix J: AAM Museums Committed to Excellence
"Museums Committed to Excellence." Accredited Museums. Accessed January 8,
2018. http://ww2.aam-us.org/resources/assessment- 
programs/accreditation/accredited-museums

Museums Committed to Excellence

The foflowfng institutions are part of the Continuum of Excellence. They have committed 
to operating according to national standards and best practices in a vahety of ways

Use this search tool to tad museums that have:

• Taken the Pledge of Excellence

• Participated In MAP (since 2002)

• Completed Core Documents Verification

• Achieved Accreditation

Search by museum name or designation. All museums on tha list have taken the Pledge 
of Excellence.

Want to add your museum to this list? Learn how.

B Accredited Museum H  Core Documents Verified Museum B MAP Museum 

Accredited Museum-on probation

i / *  American 
/ / *  Alliance of 

I / /  Museums Events Resources Membership

Search by state Accredited Museums Core Documents Verifiea MAP 

Accredited Museum-on Probation

http://ww2.aam-us.org/resources/assessment-
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Appendix K: National Museum of Nuclear Science and History

National Museum of Nuclear Science and History. (n.d.). Exhibits. Retrieved 
October 1, 2018, from https://www.nuclearmuseum.org/see/exhibits/
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National Museum of Nuclear Science and History. (2018). Trinity Tour. 
Retrieved November 2,2018, from https://wwyY.nuclearmuseum.org/visit/group- 
tours/trinitv-tour

Registration now open forAprii 6, 2019 Trinity Tour.

The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History leads a bus tour to the historically significant Trinity Site on the first 

Saturday of April each year.

Tour participants tour the McDonald Ranch House, walk to Ground Zero and view Jumbo (code name for the 214-ton 

Thermos shaped steel and concrete container designed to hold the precious plutonium core of the Trinity device in case of a 

nuclear mis-fire). While on the bus, docents wiH also provide insight into historical events and the scientific pioneers of the 

Manhattan Project The tour also includes a box lunch.

Cost for the tour is 590 per person, due at the time of reservation. To make a reservation for toe next trip, please register 

below. If you have any questions, please contact Stephen W hitm an at swhitm anfltoucleanrm jseum .org.

"Welcome to the National Museum of Nuclear Science & History.’ The National 
Museum of Nuclear Science & History. Accessed February 25,2018. 
http://www, n uclearmuseum .org/.

-SCSMCt 18 tMAHTAATH TEACHER EM8TOM GALA • MARCH
EVERYWHERE' VWHTER TRAMMQ SESSION - 23

https://wwyY.nuclearmuseum.org/visit/group-
http://www
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Appendix L: National Coalition Against Censorship

NCAC. (2012). Museum Best Practices for Managing Controversy. Retrieved 
September 30, 2018, from https://ncac.org/resource/museum-best-practices-for- 
managing-controversy

Museum Best Practices for Managing 
Controversy

1 * t  I •  •  •  I

l in 'd  a n T

I  / A  American
/ /  i  A lliance  of

m  TIms f i t  Mu5CU™

-AAMG-

Preamble

Introduction

https://ncac.org/resource/museum-best-practices-for-
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Pteedom of Speetih Commitment
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Procedures for Addressing the Press or 
Complaints from the PudUc after an Exhibition 
or Special Program Opens

• e-lip- » ■ v-p-i “  i  . 4 m'm-m M,m r . ,
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NCAC. (2018). Museum Best Practices: Background. Retrieved September 30, 
2018, from https://ncac.org/resource/museum-best-practices-backaround

Museum Best Practices: Background
in February 2011. as censorsh p of the National Portrait Gallery exhibition Hiac/Scek 
DiforotKO and Dosirc in American Portraiture, provoked deop controversy nationwide, tho 
NCAC and the Vera List Center for Art and Politics con vened a group of arts professionals 
consultants, and First Ameoctmc'-t lawyers for a closed policy session Tho goal was to 
brainstorm on ways to become pro active on issues of artistic and cat atonal freedom and to 
reverse a cycle of politically motivated accusations and censorship still assaulting many art 
institutions

The result is a now set of best museum practices At a minim um, this document offers art 
institutions embroiled in controversy procedures and gu defines to secure, among other 
things, time for the thoughtful and deliberate consideration and consultation with key 
stakeholders t sketches out how such procedures prevent tho immediate removal of work in 
response to outside pressure, and it helps establish support for museums that are willing to 
mount provocative, potentially controversial exh toitions

This is tho process by which NCAC and tho Vera List Center arrived at the document A nation 
wi de exam ation of existing museum guide, nes yielded a first crop of issues, languages and 
propositions The resulting master document was circulated among museum directors and 
othor arts and educat onal and media professional for feedback In tho fall of 201L a work ng 
group convened with representatives of NCAC. the Vera List Center. Americans for the Arts, 
tho American Association of Museums (now tho American Alliance of Museums), tho 
Association of Art Museum Curators the College Art Assccot'on, the Association of Art 
Museum D rectors, as well as individual museum directors and academics. The Association of 
Academic Museums and Galleries,oinoc tho team in the spring of 2012 Over tho course of 
several meetings and further outreach they devojepod the final verson of tho Best Museum 
Practices doc-mcnt

https://ncac.org/resource/museum-best-practices-backaround
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Appendix M: National Parks Service Archeology Program
"NPS Archeology Program: Archeology Law and Ethics." National Parks Service. 
March 15,2016. Accessed January 29,2018.
https ://www.nps. gov/archeology/public/publ icLaw.htm.

4  Anhcology ProgramV  _
Archrolojcy Law and Ethics
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Appendix N: Oakland Museum of California

"Oakland Museum of California: a Bay Area Art, History & Science Museum." 
Oakland Museum of California: a Bay Area Art, History & Science Museum. 
February 02, 2018. Accessed Februaiy 25, 2018. http://museumca.ort:

VIST ON VIEW EVENTS EDUCATION COMMUNITY JOIN ♦GIVE ABOUT SHOP

nuseumcaxiru/.

Events Get ConnectedHours

M on-T ua C U I W
w eds-Thurs 11 am —S pm
Friday u a m —9  pm
S at'S u n  1 0  am —f  pm

http://museumca.ort
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OMCA. (n,d.). All Power to the People: Black Panthers at 50. Accessed February 
25, 2018. http://museumca.org/exhibit/all-power-people-black-panthers-50

All Power to the People Black Panthers at 50
Oclabvr ». MIS- F l U i t ,  201J

d a  Q 3  (3 * 9  G ^ 9  g*

When Bobby met Huey in Oakland, something extraordinary happened.

In October of 1966, Muey ft Newton and Bobby Seale created a ( M  u I  political party at the forefront erf revolutionary 

change— the Black Panther Party lor Self Defense. On the 50th anniversary of its founding, the exhibition Aff tower to 

the People provides a contemporary view of the Party and its arms to serve oppressed people and fight injustice.

In the gaflery, imeovet the history of the Block Panther Pwty— a history that is often misunderstood. Charismatic 

Panthers-both men and women— created programs to benefit the people, stood up aga rat power, and earned the 

admiration of other struggling communities in the US and across the globe. Many stiU fear the Panthers and are 

unaware of thei• motivations and m enL Former Panthers admit some mistakes and acknowledge that the* image as 

militants cast a negative shadow on thek legacy.

Rate historical artifacts, never-before-seer photographs, t ist-person accounts from former Panthers, scholars, and 

commun ity members, and contemporary art show how the Party continues to influence culture and activism locaBy, 

nationally, and intemattonaBy.

The Black Panther story is complete The Panthers' ideas were potent, and they continue to inspire many. VtsH M  

Power fo the PeopteAnd reflect more deeply about the Black Panther Party and its p ace in our shared history.

WI Power to the People: Black Panthers at 50 is supported in purr by the Ford foundation, the Oakland Museum 

ttfamerti Board. She * Duignar and Mike WftkJra and members of the Donor forum inctudhyg I  een Ash and Frank 

Arthur, Quinn Delaney and Wayne Jordan, anc Peter Pervert and Georgia Gasset

http://museumca.org/exhibit/all-power-people-black-panthers-50
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Appendix O: New York Times Article on Guggenheim Exhibit

Pogrebin, R„ & Deb, S. (2017, September 26). Guggenheim Museum Is 
Criticized for Pulling Animal Artworks. Retrieved from
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/26/arts/design/guggenheim-art-and-china- 
after-1989-animal-welfare.html

Guggenheim Museum 
Is Criticized for Pulling 
Animal Artworks

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/26/arts/design/guggenheim-art-and-china-
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